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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The technical report submitted by the Advanced Planning Studio is an examination of the many elements
that make up the Saugatucket River and the greenway corridor. The Studio class looked at
environmental aspects of the entire river corridor to examine the health of the river and undertook a
broader study of a particular area within the corridor to develop specific greenway-oriented plans. This
area is referred to as Zone 2 - it is one of four zones that the Coalition delineated for ease of identifying
sections of the river. The Studio class first identified the problem faced by the client, the Saugatucket
River Heritage Corridor Coalition (SRHCC), and then crafted a goal to guide the study.
Specifically, the Studio statement is:
The goal of the Advanced Planning Studio is to help the SRHCC develop appropriate strategies
necessary to guide future changes in the Saugatucket River corridor and to provide technical
planning assistance on key components of the vision plan. Analyzing the environmental threats
and looking at the impact of potential future developments to the river is an important step in
determining whether it can become a positive part of the South Kingstown landscape, and,
more importantly, part of the residents' collective consciousness.
By selecting the Peace Dale-Wakefield area, or Zone 2, as our focal point of study, the Studio class
believes it provides the greatest opportunities for bringing the river and the people together. Specifically,
Zone 2 is bordered by High Street on the western side of the river, Columbia Street on the eastern side,
Kingstown Road at the Peace Dale rotary on the northern side, and Main Street at the High Street
intersection on the southern side. This area can be the beginning of the river revival.
The comprehensive environmental assessment of the river covers physical features,water quality issues,
present and future contamination sources, and protection devices and strategies to insure the river's
health. Specifically, the assessment found:
• Levels of bacteria from sewage and levels of nitrogen in the river are problems;
• Major sources of water pollution are directly related to the density and distribution of development
within the watershed;
The proposal in the land use element of the South Kingstown Comprehensive Plan to create new
industrial zones could put potential pollutants closer to the river;
Certain provisions of the Town's subdivision regulations and zoning ordinance are in conflict with
the goal of protecting natural resources, such as the river;
Left unchecked, the Rose Hill landfill may contribute to the pollution of the river;
The Saugatucket River watershed supports a diversity of fish, wildlife, and vegetation, including
some species of aquatic plants;
Much of the watershed has development constraints due to poor soils and wetlands;
The examination of Zone 2 covered social issues, demographics, land use and zoning,economic
development, traffic circulation and parking, recreation, visual access of the river,visual conditions in the
river corridor, funding sources and implementation.
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Specifically, the assessment found:
Zone 2 has a larger proportion of commercial land than South Kingstown as a whole;
Zone 2 has a higher density of residents per acre and housing units per acre than South
Kingstown as a whole;
There is an equal proportion of renter- and owner-occupied homes in Zone 2, as compared to
South Kingstown as a whole, which has a much higher proportion of owner-occupied homes to
renter-occupied homes;
Zone 2 contains a significant portion of the Town's lower-income population and social service
agencies;
Many of the homes and apartments in Zone 2 require rehabilitation;
More of the Zone 2 residents than other residents are disengaged from theCoalition's activities;
There exists a diverse number of stores that have not fully capitalized on a potential identity;
With the historic nature of Zone 2, there is a base for a historic shopping district;
The features in Zone 2 are easily accessible and amenable to pedestrian-scale circulation patterns;
Due to its natural configuration, the river more ideally suited to serve smaller-scale circulation
patterns;
Recreational paths in a natural state offer excellent pedestrian and bike linkages;
Parks throughout the area are generally in good condition and can serve as recreational nodes;
A Narragansett Electric easement in the vicinity of the St. Dominic Savio land offers excellent
potential from Old Mountain Field to the University of Rhode Island property;
The bike path could provide connections to many of the recreational locations in Zone 2;
The establishment of a green way system throughout South Kingstown, including Zone 2 in the
Saugatucket River, is a priority among residents in their attempts to improve recreational
opportunities;
There exists a rich assemblage of historical structures and cultural amenities in Zone 2;
The architecture of Peace Dale is an excellent resource;
Many of the architectural improvements to historic buildings on Kingstown Road and Main Street
in Wakefield have denigrated the history;
Business owners on Main Street, who have largely ignored the river, must reorient themselves
toward the river by utilizing rear exteriors of the buildings;
Much of the view of the river is overgrown by vegetation;
The area behind Main Street provides some of the best river views and it is also where the river is
at its widest;
There are a number of diverse funding sources that could provide the Coalition with money for
pursuing a variety of projects within the green way.
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I. Environmental Assessment Analysis Report
A. Introduction
The Advanced Planning Studio identified in its Work Program certain key issues this study should
address. Although members of the SRHCC had identified environmental degradation and unsympathetic
growth as concerns in the river corridor, an environmental assessment was necessary to determine the
extent of reported degradation and the site-specific nature of existing and programmed impacts of
development.
This environmental assessment reviewed and analyzed the physical features of the river and its
watershed, the water quality of the river and its tributaries, and potential existing and future sources of
contamination. An analysis of governmental regulations and management responsibilities was also
conducted.
Results of the assessment revealed there are problems with water quality in the Saugatucket, particularly
with excessive nutrients and pathogens. Constraints to development in the watershed were also
identified, as were existing and programmed development patterns that pose threats to the river's health.
B. Physical Features of the River and Its Watershed
An understanding of the physical features of a water body and its watershed, as well as the natural
processes that occur there, is essential in order to assess its value as a natural resource (Flink and
Searns, 1993) and to assess the health of its ecosystems (Pettijohn, 1972). This component of the
environmental assessment addresses the following aspects of the natural features in the Saugatucket
River, its tributaries and watershed: location and general description, unique natural features,
topography, geology and soils, hydrology, vegetation, wildlife and fish, and an analysis of physical
constraints.
1. Location and Description of the River and Watershed
The Saugatucket River is 7.5 miles in length. Its origin and first 1.5 miles are in the town of North
Kingstown, RI, but the main body of the river lies in the town of South Kingstown, RI. There are five
points of confluence where tributaries flow into the Saugatucket. From upstream to downstream they
are: Fresh Meadow Brook,an unnamed brook, Mitchell Brook, Rocky Brook and Indian Run. Three of
these tributaries: Fresh Meadow Brook, Rocky Brook and Indian Run have their own tributary systems.
The Saugatucket River has a watershed of 17.5 square miles. A water body's "watershed" is the area
which drains into that water body. The 17.5 square mile area surrounding the Saugatucket and its
tributaries is bounded by ridges which separate the Saugatucket's watershed from the watersheds of
other water bodies. The physical features of the watershed and the uses of land that occur here will
determine the cleanliness and health of the river.
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2. Topography
The topography of the Saugatucket River watershed is largely the result of the northward retreat of the
Wisconsin Glaciation that occurred about 12,000 years ago (Soil Conservation Service, 1981). The
watershed is mostly made up of gentle slopes down which water flows into the river. Technical
difficulties with the Rhode Island Geographical Information System (RIGIS) has prevented us from
obtaining necessary slopes data. Such data should be available in the coming months.
The steepness of slope is an important determinant for assessing potential environmental degradation
problems. Areas with slopes of greater than 15% are not appropriate for the installation of septic
systems. The installation of an ISDS on a steep slope can prevent adequate treatment of wastewater
and lead to contamination of ground or surface water by pathogenic bacteria and viruses (Canter and
Knox,1985).
A slope of 15% or greater also increases the flow of surface runoff during rain events, which becomes
problematic in developed areas and areas where construction or extraction activities are occurring
(RIDEM, 1994). When rainwater runs off the land's surface instead of percolating into the soil, it
transports pollutants directly into a water body and may cause erosion. In undeveloped areas a large
proportion of rainwater percolates into the soil. But runoff also occurs, especially in areas where there
are steeper slopes and when there is a large volume of water. Undeveloped areas, though, typically
have only low levels of pollution in runoff, and vegetation serves to slow and filter the runoff.
Development introduces many more contaminants and in greater volumes than are usually found in
natural environments (US EPA, 1993). At the same time that there is more pollution in runoff,
developed areas have less pervious and vegetated area in which natural filtering processes can happen.
Roads, driveways,rooftops, parking lots, bike paths, and sidewalks all impede the percolation of water
into the soil, increase the volume of water that runs off, and reduce the opportunity of vegetation to filter
out pollutants and prevent erosion. Steep slopes serve to exacerbate these problems (RIDEM, 1994;
US EPA, 1993).
3. Geology and Soils
The surficial geology of the Saugatucket River watershed is also a result of erosion and deposition that
occurred during the Wisconsin Glaciation (Soil Conservation Service, 1981). The soils in this area were
formed largely from glacial material deposited here, specifically: glacial outwash -- which is stratified
sand,gravel and silt -- and glacial till, nonstratified glacial drift which consists of sand, clay,silt and
boulders. Glacial deposition resulted in a diversity of soils in this area, and it also interrupted much of
southern Rhode Island's drainage patterns, which caused this area to contain many poorly drained soils
(SK 1992).
The movement of water through soils provides an important opportunity for treatment of pollutants
through several physical, chemical and biological processes. Processes include infiltration, adsorption,
ion exchanges, formation of compounds, biodegradation of contaminants, and biological transformation.
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(For specific information about these processes see Barcelona et al, 1982; Cantor and Knox,
1985;Soil Conservation Service, 1981; or Horsely and Witten, 1994). There are many different types
of soils in the Saugatucket River watershed, and each has different capabilities for conducting these
processes.
The Rhode Island Soil Survey has identified characteristics of soils which indicate constraints for use of
septic systems, including: percolation rate, slope,wetness, and depth to groundwater. Using the Soil
Survey classifications, soil constraints for septic systems have been mapped and are presented in Figure
I-1.

Data from the Rhode Island Geographic Information System (RIGIS) revealed that the soils in 65% of
the watershed are severely constrained for septic systems.
Although a properly-sited and properly-maintained septic system will allow natural processes to remove
pathogenic bacteria and viruses from the soil, nitrogen is not readily removed by soils.
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4. Water Bodies
There are seven major lacustrine environments (that is, lakes or ponds) in the watershed. One of these,
Saugatucket Pond, is an impoundment created by a dam in the Saugatucket River at Peace Dale
Village. Five others -- Indian Lake, Rocky Brook Reservoir, Peace Dale Reservoir, Asa Pond and
Indian Run Reservoir -- are impoundments in the river's tributaries. The seventh lacustrine environment,
Silver Lake, lies within the watershed but does not have a surface outlet flowing into the river.
The Saugatucket is also dammed at downtown Wakefield, just over a mile downstream from the Peace
Dale Village dam. The water between these two dams moves slowly, but has more riverine
characteristics than lacustrine. The downtown Wakefield dam occurs about one mile upstream from the
point at which the Saugatucket enters Point Judith Pond. Point Judith Pond is an estuarine environment
-- an embayment with a mix of salt and fresh water. Upper Point Judith Pond is greatly influenced by the
Saugatucket River (Salt Pond Coalition, 1994 ), which flows into Silver Spring Cove.
Visual assessments of Saugatucket Pond found that aquatic plant growth in the pond is very lush and
thick. It is dominated by two species: water lilies and fanwort (Cabomba caroliniensis), a submerged
aquatic plant commonly used in aquariums. Oxygen necessary to support fish and other aquatic life is
reintroduced into water bodies by a process known as oxygenation. Ibis results from movement of
water, caused by such phenomena as blowing of wind, downhill flow of streams and waterfalls. Dense
surface vegetation on a water body will diminish amounts of oxygen that can be introduced.
It should also be mentioned that experiments have shown that fecal coliform bacteria are unable to
survive ultraviolet rays from the sun that penetrate into the water. However, increased plant growth (that
results from high levels of nitrogen)shelter bacteria from sunlight and enable them to survive longer in the
water(Buzzard's Bay Project, 1991).
5. Vegetation
Vegetated land helps prevent erosion and removes some contaminants from surface runoff. It also helps
slow runoff, giving it more time to filter into the soil. Certain kinds of plants have been shown to take up
certain contaminants in a process called bioassimilation. Some wetlands plants not only assimilate
contaminants, but also transform these contaminants through metabolic processes into other compounds
in a process called biological transformation (Horsley and Witten, 1994).
Wetlands plants, such as cattails, have been shown to assimilate and, in some cases, transform
pathogenic bacteria and metals. Wetlands additionally carry out crucial filtering processes that protect
water bodies from pollution (Horsley and Witten, 1994). Wetlands within the watershed are
delineated in Figure 1-2. Wetlands delineation for Figure 1-2 was done by RIGIS and based on
vegetation analyses. Studies have also demonstrated that forested ecosystems act as filters(Sims, 1988;
RIDEM, 1994; Horton and Eichbaum, 1991). They retain and accumulate contaminants such as
nitrogen, phosphorus, sulfur, hydrogen ions, and some heavy metals (Sims, 1988). Research in the
Chesapeake Bay watershed has revealed that vegetated buffers of 100 feet can remove 70% of
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nutrients in stormwater runoff (USA EPA 1993).
It is important to note that three rare species of aquatic plants have been identified in the Saugatucket
watershed. These include two plants of state interest: tickseed sunflower and featherfoil, as well as one
state endangered species: Long's bitter cress. A description of the plants and an explanation of these
terms is attached as Appendix I-1. [Not available in this document] Measures to preserve these
valuable plants should be considered. As recently as 1968 there was another rare plant found in the
watershed: bloodroot. In 1899, painted cup, another rare plant was also in this area. Inattention to the
fragile nature of these plants led to their disappearance.
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6. Wildlife and Fish
Wildlife have been found to contribute to the pathogen problem in many water bodies. Geese, ducks
and seagulls, in particular, have been found to contribute significantly to fecal coliform counts (US EPA,
1993).
Although wildlife are sometimes contributors to pollution problems, most often they are recipients of
anthropogenic (human-generated) pollution. Issues of particular concern in the Saugatucket River
system are: 1) whether amounts of dissolved oxygen will remain high enough to support all the species
of fish that make their home there, and 2) whether sufficient amounts of appropriate habitat will remain
undeveloped for the wildlife that inhabit the Saugatucket watershed.
The presence of three distinctive water systems in the Saugatucket and its tributaries (lacustrine, riverine
and tidal systems) provides an unusual range of habitat diversity for such a small river system. The
quick-flowing areas of the Saugatucket are cool enough and contain enough dissolved oxygen to
support trout and other cold-water fish (Castro, 1994). The Rhode Island Department of Environmental
Management's (RIDEM) current records show there are 13 species of fish in the Saugatucket, but that
number may be incomplete (Enis, 1994). Close proximity to the Atlantic Ocean has allowed for
anadromous fish, such as alewives and American eels to make Saugatucket Pond their spawning
grounds. These species return each year to the Saugatucket. The eels migrate to the river from the
Sargasso Sea (just northeast of the West Indies). The trip upstream past the Wakefield and Peace Dale
dams is facilitated by two fish ladders, which are maintained by RIDEM.
RIDEM has some records of species that have been identified in the Saugatucket River watershed.
These records are attached as Appendix I-2. [Not available in this document] The count of species of
birds is probably the most complete portion of these records. RIDEM has counted 88 species of birds
that nest in the Saugatucket watershed (RINHP, 1994a). The other portions of the list in Appendix I-2
do not accurately reflect the abundance of wildlife that inhabits this area (Enis, 1994).
Grossman et al. have demonstrated that planning for wildlife habitat preservation should be done
strategically (1991). Based on their research of habitat requirements, they identified four factors that
should be considered when determining the size and location of riparian vegetated buffers: 1) habitat
suitability;2) wildlife spatial requirements; 3) access to upland and/or transitional habitat; and 4) noise
impacts on feeding, breeding, and other life functions of wildlife.
Spatial requirements vary from one species to another. We were only able to access average homerange areas of five species of birds known to nest in the Saugatucket River watershed. They range from
.23 to 1.6 acres, with an average of .99 acres. If the average requirement were measured as a square,
each side would be 208 feet. At first glance, this compares well to the South Kingstown
Comprehensive Plan's designation of a greenway to include 200 feet on either side of the Saugatucket
and a portion of Indian Run. However, the Comprehensive Plan has not defined what activities will be
allowed to occur within these buffers. Further definition of this greenway should consider habitat needs
of the watershed's wildlife.
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7. Summary of Findings
To summarize the previous sections, there are certain natural features of land that make development in
specific areas more likely to lead to environmental degradation than others. We know that bacteria from
sewage and nitrogen are being introduced to the Saugatucket River at problem levels (RI Watershed
Watch, 1993).Thus, identifying areas of land that do not treat these contaminants well (e.g., severely
constrained soils and steep slopes) and areas of land that have special value as buffer zones (e.g.,
wetlands) is useful in deciding what areas will be the target of protection measures.
A review of the two maps in this section identifies the location of areas constrained by: soils unsuitable
for septic systems and wetlands. Another concern that can be determined from these maps is adjacency
to the river. Even where the other constraints are absent, development in close proximity to a water
body reduces the natural treatment of pollution.
If development currently exists in or adjacent to environmentally constrained areas, these areas can be
targeted for education and awareness programs on how they can help protect the river system. . If
development does not exist in these constrained areas, such constraints should be taken into account in
designing and administering land use regulations.
C. Water Quality Issues
Water quality is an issue of concern for the population of the Saugatucket River Corridor. The
fundamental basis is that nature is finite. It has limitations which, if not respected, lead to deterioration
and, ultimately, a lower quality of life. For example, the Saugatucket may have once existed in an area
which gradually became developed predominately for housing. The first house probably did not
significantly contaminate water, but each additional house, with its ISDS field, added additional
pollutants until the river became unfit for human use, and potentially, for wildlife habitation.
This raises two important questions. To what extent or degree will the natural environment accept
change before it deteriorates? Who benefits from planning for change? This second question is more
difficult to answer readily because it involves human values which vary considerably. In terms of water
quality in the Saugatucket River corridor, we assert the duality of human activities and nature is that one
cannot take precedence over the other.
In the watershed, the burgeoning population and increasing competition among often incompatible
activities threatens to overwhelm the capacity of the Saugatucket River and the Point Judith Pond to
absorb wastes, provide shelter for habitants, produce seafood and maintain scenic qualities that
presently attract residents and underpin premium real estate values.
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1. Current Ratings of Water Quality.
Water quality classifications according to RIDEM Division of Water Resources are:
SA
Use as marine fish and wildlife habitat; shellfish harvest for direct human consumption;
bathing and contact recreation; no sludge deposits allowed; no new inconsistent discharges
allowed; non-contact cooling water discharges allowed.
SB
Use as marine fish and wildlife habitat; shellfish for human consumption only after
deputation; bathing and other primary contact recreation; no sludge deposits allowed; discharge
to mixing zone not to exceed class SC criteria;non-contact discharges that do not exceed SB
criteria are allowed.
SC
Use as marine fish and wildlife habitat; boating and other secondary contact recreation;
good aesthetic value; industrial cooling discharges allowed; sludge
from wastewater treatment facilities allowed; no discharge that would further degrade water
quality is allowed.
Water quality data collected by RIDEM's Division of Water Resources along the Saugatucket River
watershed reveals higher sodium and chlordide values in Peace Dale and Wakefield than at other
stations. Overall results fall within class SB standards, although some parameters indicate threats to the
river. Samples are evaluated for color, total and fecal coliforms. Although no standards, including low
levels of sodium chloride and total phosphorus, were exceeded, lead and dissolved oxygen were well
above minimum standards.
T'he Rhode Island Rivers Council classification of river portions are as follows:
I. PRISTINE RIVER Rivers that are or should be Class A waters or possess unique natural
areas, including those with rare or endangered species. (A) wild/natural rivers, (E) drinking
water resources and recharge area rivers, (C) significant wildlife habitat and natural area rivers.
II. RECREATIONAL RIVERS (A) rivers suitable for contact recreation, (B) rivers suitable for
non-contact recreation, (C) significant wildlife habitat and natural area rivers.
III WORKING RIVERS (A) multiple use rivers, (E) open space rivers (C)agricultural water
supply rivers, (D) industrial mixing zone rivers.

The Council gives the following classifications of Saugatucket River portions:
1. The Saugatucket River north of Mitchell Brook, which flows through Rose Hill landfill is classified
I.C. Pristine, with high habitat value.
2. The river from Mitchell Brook to Saugatucket Road is classified II.C. Recreational Open Space,
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with the provision that possible contamination from the landfill exists.
3. From Saugatucket Road to Peace Dale is classified III.B., Recreational, with the notation that
there are open spaces and landscapes associated with historical sites in the village.
4. Fresh Meadow Brook north of Peace Dale is classified III.C., Recreational Open Space, and in
Peace Dale to the confluence with the Saugatucket River is Class III.B., Working River, Urban
Open Space.
5. Indian Lake is classified III.A., Recreational suitable for swimming.
6. Indian Run Brook and Rocky Brook are class III.C., Recreational Open Space.
7. Saugatucket River from Peace Dale to the dam at Main Street in Wakefield is classified III.A.,
Working River, Multiple Use, with the notation that this river segment has exceptional open space
recreation value; the river broadens for a mile behind the dam in Peace Dale and the open space
quality is high and the river canoeable.
Trends and Further Description of Existing Conditions
Before action can be taken toward achievement of the goals of the stakeholders of the Saugatucket
River and its tributary systems, a thorough inventory of all the Town's natural resources and ecological
processes must be made. This data is in turn analyzed with respect to development trends and the built
influence on the land and water. This section will highlight some of those inventories to date.
As stated in interviews with various stakeholders in the Saugatucket River corridor, human impact on
the environment is more profound than most of South Kingstown residents would have imagined, even a
few years ago. The water we drink and use in countless ways is continually recycled in a process known
as the hydrologic cycle. A small part of this cycle has assumed great prominence as the natural
waterways become threatened by pollution.
Many people would rather not think about what happens when the little lever on the toilet is released.
Whether directed into sewers or an on-site system in the yard, wastewater continually reenters ground
and surface waters. In relation to the water quality of the Saugatucket River and its tributaries, the river
runs through Peace Dale, which is an historic mill village. From this point south through Wakefield, the
river is part of a densely developed town. Behind the dam at Main Street, the river broadens and has
recreational. potential. The watershed north of Peace Dale was once predominantly agricultural and little
currently exists, although there are some relatively large parcels of open land in the watershed.
Description of Interrelationships Between Existing Water Hydrology/Quality
The most important groundwater characteristics are the presence of four relatively large groundwater
reservoirs composed of glacial sand and gravel deposits laden with large quantities of potable water.
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Groundwater absorbs excess surface water during periods of high precipitation or run-off.
As explained earlier, water quality is affected directly in proportion to the land on which it falls. Land
considerations for water quality in the Saugatucket include surficial geology, vegetation, soils, bedrock
geology, topography and wildlife.
Ground and surface water hydrology, flooding characteristics, water quality,wetlands, and drainage
patterns are all determined by the intricate relationship of these natural features and as compilations in
the following table illustrate, pollution is a problem in the watershed.
TABLE I-1. Coliform sampling results
LOCATION
1
Corner of Route 138 and Broad Rock Road
2
Saugatucket Road
3
10 meters below Saugatucket Pond Dam
4
Church Street
5
Wakefield School footbridge
6
Main Street dam
Source: Rhode Island Watershed Watch, September 1994

COLIFORM
COUNT
195
105
412
290
67
710

Rhode Island water standards for fresh waters are based on a method which estimates the number of
bacteria. For Class A, fecal coliform bacteria shall not exceed a median value of 20, and not more than
10 per cent of samples shall exceed a value of 200. Class B (contact recreation), shall not exceed a
median value of 200, and not more than 20 per cent of the samples shall exceed a value of 500.
Changes Over Time In Contaminants
The major water pollution problems in the watershed are directly related to the density and distribution
of development within the watershed and tributaries. The bacterial contamination and nutrient
enrichment, which are taking place primarily within residential developments in the northern portion of
the river, are the greatest threats to water quality.
An additional problem of particular concern to the Saugatucket River is eutrophication. Eutrophication is
the enrichment of a waterbody with nutrients,typically nitrogen or phosphorous. While nutrients are
necessary to the functioning of any healthy ecosystem, excessive concentrations of nutrients can
devastate waterbodies, particularly poorly flushed estuaries (Coastal Features, 1994).
An overabundance of nutrients, from sources. such as fertilizers, human and animal wastes, and
detergents, may result in algal blooms which cause water to become depleted of oxygen, leading to the
suffocation of marine life.
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Nitrogen
Nutrient loading and eutrophication occurs when nutrients, primarily nitrogen and phosphorous, trigger
excessive plant growth. This growth can have negative aesthetic qualities as well as threaten the
environmental quality of the river. Eutrophic conditions can cause oxygen levels to fall below 4 parts
per million which is the minimum requirement necessary for most fish and shellfish to survive. Eventually
waters become weed-choked and murky and the river bottom becomes coated with black organic
sediments. Anoxic (lack of oxygen) conditions occur that frequently lead to the generation of toxic levels
of hydrogen sulfide.
It is generally considered that in freshwater ecosystems, phosphorous plays the controlling role in limiting
plant growth, while in marine ecosystems nitrogen is the essential nutrient which controls. ISDS and
lawn and garden fertilizers are the primary estimated sources of nitrate nitrogen to ground and surface
waters from residential development (based on loading reported from average household of three
people with 15,000 square feet of lawn and garden).
The US EPA estimates that the average person produces wastes containing 10 pounds of nitrogen and
three pounds of phosphorous each year (Pye 1983). When domestic sewage is discharged to an ISDS,
phosphate is readily absorbed onto soil particles. But approximately half the nitrogen leaves the leaching
field in the highly soluble nitrate form and travel underground.
Bacteria
Bacterial contamination from sources such as failed septic systems, runoff from animal operations and
sewage discharged from boats can pose serious threats to human health. Exposure to bacterial
contamination, either through direct contact(ie., swimming) or consumption of contaminated shellfish,
can lead to hepatitis,gastroenteritis, and other illnesses.
In the study area, individual ingrained sewage disposal systems (ISDS) are the principal means of
treatment of disposal of domestic wastes. In accordance with national guidelines, bacterial
contaminations are assessed by state health officials according to the concentration of coliform bacteria
in the water.
Fecal coliform bacteria is the indicator of sewage contamination when determining whether water is safe
for drinking, shellfish harvesting and/or swimming(human contact). A number of studies suggest that the
principal sources of fecal coliform to ground and surface waters may include leachate from failed septic
systems, direct discharges of improperly treated sewage, fecal material for wildlife,pets and livestock
carried by runoff. Leaking sewers and substandard ISDS, along with contaminated runoff, are probably
the most important and the major sources of bacterial contamination.
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Other Potential Pollutants
There are other potential sources of pollution that have been examined in the region. These include toxic
compounds such as gasoline and fuel oil that may be from runoff, leachate from the landfill, septic tank
cleansers, herbicides, and pesticides. As the area becomes more developed, stormwater runoff from
roads,parking lots and other impervious surfaces will become an increasingly important source of a
variety of contaminants.
Brief Historic, Existing and Future Scenarios
Over time, the water bodies of South Kingstown served many ecological functions. The systems of
streams, rivers, ponds and wetlands formed the natural drainage system for the town. During times of
heavy run-off, these systems have the capacity for storing excess water and then releasing it over a
period of time. In recent times, development has reduced the water holding capacity of the land.
During periods of heavy precipitation, the rate of flow into the receiving waters increases, causing
flooding and erosion.
These water resources have also served important aesthetic and recreational functions. ne value of these
resources can easily be degraded by conversion of land\from its natural state to residential development,
roads, etc. Increases in the amount of impervious surfaces contribute to pollution.
Implications / Water Quality Data Significance.
It is indisputable that changes to water quality have been brought about by two principal forms of water
pollution: bacterial contamination and eutrophic conditions. These conditions pose significant threats to
the continued health of the river and the entire watershed in general. Bacterial contamination results in
restrictions to human contact, while eutrophication contributes the lack of navigability for recreational
purposes and decreases the aesthetic nature of the area.
The residents are keenly aware that the very qualities that attracted them to the area are in jeopardy.
They realize that in order to reduce the impacts of human activities on nature regulations must be
implemented that ensure a clean, livable and satisfying environment for all citizens, both present and
future.
Management measures for new development and redevelopment must be managed so as to reduce the
average total loading of total suspended solids (TSS)seeping out of septic systems and runoff (Coastal
Features, 1994). Local site development requirements should promote activities to be sited in a manner
which avoids areas susceptible to erosion, limits increases in impervious surfaces, and minimizes land
disturbances. Existing on-site sewage disposal systems should implement policies to ensure inspection
and maintenance of existing systems.
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2. Goals for Water Quality in Saugatucket River Corridor Local Level
Community action at the local level takes many forms in dealing with issues for the Saugatucket River
and the watershed corridor. Groups such as the SRHCC, other grassroots organizations,
Neighborhood Guild, merchants associations, pond watchers, etc.
Goals such as "cleaning it -up enough for human contact" and maintaining scenic qualities that attract
residents and tourists- as well as underpinning premium real estate values, are some of the stated
interests that each of these groups represent.
All of these interest groups point out a great number of potential resources outside the established
governmental agencies that can be catalysts for water projects throughout the river corridor. In addition,
working with federal, state and local government agencies can help to accomplish compatible goals.
State Level
Some of the sources used to determine the goals for the region are Coastal Resources Management
Council (CRMC), Rivers Council, and RIDEM. The legislative mandate of CRMC states preservation
and restoration of ecological systems shall be the primary guiding principle upon which environmental
alteration of coastal water resources will be measured, judged, and regulated.
Federal Level
The US EPA and the Rose Hill landfill Superfund site designation and implications are discussed later in
this report.
D. Existing Potential Contamination Sources
1. Urban Runoff
Significant amounts of urban-related water pollution is attributable to storm runoff. Rain water failing on
paved surfaces can become contaminated with pollutants. As the rain water runs off, it carries these
pollutants with it and threatens water quality. The concentration of pollutants in the runoff depends on
the extent of the source, (roofs, driveways, parking lots, sidewalks, etc.), the type of pollutants the
intensity and duration of a storm, and the timing between storms, (Horsely, 1994). The impermeable
surfaces of cement and asphalt can result in rapid runoff of the following pollutants including:
-petroleum products
-salt used for de-icing
-organic material from street litter-heavy metals
-asbestos from brake linings
-phosphates and nitrates from farms
-oils and toxic materials spilled by industries-pesticides from golf courses and parks
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-bacterial sewage from animal sources (Lang, 1980).
Impervious surfaces decrease the infiltrative capacity of the ground and result in greatly increased
volumes of runoff. Proposed development within the Saugatucket River corridor can be evaluated by
the resulting changes to the watershed (the area drained by the river system). Hydrological changes can
include:
-increased peak discharges compared to pre-development levels-increased volume of runoff
produced by each storm in comparison to pre-development conditions
-decreased time needed for runoff to reach the stream
-increased frequency and severity of flooding (US EPA, 1993).
If development occurs, the following changes to land may also occur including:
-soil porosity decreases
-impermeable surfaces increase
-channels and conveyances are constructed-slopes increase
-vegetative cover decreases
-surface roughness decreases (US EPA, 1993).
The major pollutants found in runoff from urban areas are sediments and nutrients. The contamination
that results from these pollutants is significant.
1. Sediment - Suspended sediment has both short and long term impacts on surface waters. Among the
immediate adverse impacts of high concentrations of sediment are increased turbidity, reduced light
penetration and decreased submerged aquatic vegetation, reduced prey capture for sight-feeding
predators, impaired respiration of fish and aquatic invertebrates, and reduced fertility. Long term
impacts include: impairment of commercial and recreational fishing resources and degradation of
aesthetic value (US EPA,1993).
2. Nutrients - The presence of algal scum and water discoloration indicate elevated levels of
phosphorus and nitrogen. Excessive nutrient loading to marine ecosystems can result in
eutrophication and depressed dissolved oxygen levels due to elevated phytoplankton populations.
Eutrophication-induced hypoxia have resulted in fish kills (US EPA, 1993).
Forming Predictions
Urban development increases the amount of storm runoff (Lang, 1980). A model is presented in
Appendix 1-3 [Not available in this document] showing the considerable increases in the amount of
runoff that results when an area is transformed from natural ground cover (10% runoff) to nearly all
paved (55% runoff. Overland runoff can be filtered significantly by vegetation. The extent is a function of
hydrologic soil group, cover type, cover treatment, hydrologic conditions, and preceding runoff
conditions (Horsely, 1994).
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Runoff and Wetlands
Water quality can be enhanced as water passes through wetlands. Wetlands are natural pollutant filters,
retaining or dispersing many of the pollutants that are brought in by stormwater runoff. As more
impervious areas are developed, more pollutant-laden stormwater collects, becoming discharged to the
wetlands.
Wetlands also function as a means of flood control. When runoff in a watershed becomes greater than
the outflow through river channels, water levels rise in the river and flooding ensues. Wetlands located
along the flood plain help to store floodwater. This excess water is then released gradually into the river,
preventing flooding and erosion by slowing the flow of water. But relying too heavily on wetlands for
filtration may cause degradation and eliminate the potential for the wetlands as a tool for flood control.
Overall, wetlands help to lower pollution levels associated with open water areas. Since surface water
often seeps into the groundwater aquifers where wells are located, wetlands may also help to maintain
the purity of groundwater.
South Kingstown has historically been innovative creating wetlands. In 1978, construction of an
impoundment by the State Division of Fish and Wildlife transformed the Great Swamp from a 140-acre
forested swamp into a complex mosaic of open water, small islands, dead woody plants, and marsh
(Caduto, 1985). By creating more wildlife food, cover, and nesting sites, the value of the wetland is
thereby increased.
2. Hazardous Waste Sites
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency makes sites eligible for funding under the Comprehensive
Environmental Response Compensation and Liability Act of 1980, commonly known as 'Superfund'.
The superfund law called for a national priorities list, a ranking of sites according to relative risk. The
fund may be used only for sites on the list, which is based on US EPA's hazard ranking system it
considers such factors as exposure route (surface water, groundwater, air), waste characteristics, and
evidence that hazardous wastes have been released-damage to natural resources, for instance (Salvesen
1983).
Rose Hill Landfill
One threat to the Saugatucket and tributary streams is the Rose Hill Landfill,which ceased operating in
1983. This landfill received sewage sludge, solid waste,and bulky waste. Mitchell Brook flows in a
southeasterly direction through the heart of the landfill and joins with the Saugatucket. The Brook has
reportedly shown visual signs of contamination due to precipitated iron oxides and aquatic life mortality
with high iron concentrations in the Saugatucket. Tne elevated iron levels may be related to sources,
particularly runoff, other than the landfill.
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US EPA Summary of Findings at Rose Hill landfill
The US Environmental Protection Agency has completed its investigation fort he Rose Hill Regional
Landfill Superfund site. The report describes the investigation at the site between the spring of 1991 and
fall of 1993 and characterized the nature and extent of contamination at the site. The EPA has also
completed reporting which identifies and analyzes the current and future potential risks to human health
and environment presented by site-related contamination. In addition the reports present EPA's
preferred cleanup strategy and the expected cost of the remedy along with a summary of alternative
strategies.
Site Description
The Rose Hill Superfund site is located in Peace Dale. The site lies about five miles west of
Narragansett Bay and two miles north of Wakefield. The site is bordered by Rose Hill Road to the
west, the Saugatucket River to the east and residential private property to the north and south.
The 70-acre site is located in an abandoned sand and gravel quarry, owned by the town and a private
individual. The site consists of three separate and inactive disposal areas, including a solid waste area, a
bulky waste area, and a sewage sludge area. An active transfer station is located on the site, south of
the disposal areas.
Site History
The landfill began operating in 1967, accepting domestic and industrial wastes from the residents of
South Kingstown and Narragansett. The site was active in various areas until 1983 when it reached
state-permitted maximum capacity. The municipal transfer station was established in its place at the site
in 1983 and continues in operation.
Remediation
The EPA report found contamination in six media at the site: soils, groundwater, surface water,
sediments, leachate, and landfill gases. Contamination levels were highest in wells adjacent to the
disposal areas and decreased with distance from these areas. Elevated levels of volatile organic
compounds (VOCS),v-re found in all six media.
Other contaminants found in the various media included metals, polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons
(PAHs), physlsyrd, phenols, pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyl (PCBS) and semi-volatile organic
compounds. Landfill gases had elevated levels of methane, carbon dioxide and VOC's.
EPA has concluded there are potential human health risks associated with ingestion of groundwater and
surface soils and exposure to landfill gases. Of the exposure pathways evaluated, there are no
potentially significant human health risk associated with exposure to surface water, sediments, and
leachate.
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The ecological risk assessment demonstrated no significant human health risk to birds or mammals, but it
did find some risk for aquatic reptiles and amphibians if they were to come in contact with contaminated
surface water in portions of the Saugatucket River and Mitchell Brook.
Implications
Due to typical landfill waste disposal practices, layering waste with soil was the method used at the site
resulting in the following process: Leachate is produced as rain, surface water runoff, or other liquid
infiltrates the waste deposited in a landfill. The leachate sometimes flows from the landfill onto the
ground surface,causing leachate seeps. The characteristic orange color of the leachate is caused by
elevated levels of metals, such as iron. Metal contamination in leachate along the Saugatucket River,
including iron, barium, lead, and manganese contributes to contamination of surface soil, water and
sediment.
Precipitation falling on the surface of the site has the potential to infiltrate the soils above the waste
deposits and transport chemicals from the landfill to the groundwater. At the site, groundwater flows
predominantly toward the south and southeast. Contaminant levels were still elevated at the transfer
station road (USEPA 1994). However, the impact of any detectable levels of organic contamination in
residential wells east of the Saugatucket River and south of the disposal areas was minimal.
Soil that is transported by erosion into surface water bodies is typically called sediment. Seeping
leachate contributes to and increases site-related metals concentrations in sediment of the Saugatucket
River and Mitchell Brook.
When materials deposited in landfills decompose, they generate gases that are composed principally of
methane and carbon dioxide. The materials also contain other gases that depend upon the materials
deposited in the landfill. Landfill gas contamination varies from one disposal area to another.
Human -exposure to hazardous chemicals may occur through inhalation of landfill gas that is released
into the air. Long-term human exposure to these contaminants may result in potential increased cancer
and non-cancer health risks. Among the possible human exposure at the Rose Hill site are exposure to
leachate and surface water, but that is not expected to result in increased health risks.
Based on the results of the ecological risk assessment, increased risk to birds and mammals from the
site is not anticipated. However, results of surface water sampling and toxicity testing indicated that siterelated iron, aluminum and manganese pose a risk to aquatic organisms in the vicinity of the site. Certain
aquatic reptiles and amphibians may be adversely impacted due to contact with contaminated surface
water.
Future action and evaluation of cleanup alternatives for the site by EPA is part of a plan that has not yet
been released.
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3. Underground Sources
Septic Systems
Septic systems, also known as individual sewage disposal systems (ISDS), are used by homes and
businesses to dispose of wastewater on-site. These systems are typically installed in areas that do not
have access to sewers. Since 1968 Rhode Island regulations have required that, in unsewered areas,
new homes and existing homes that add on new bedrooms install septic systems that are subject to
inspection and certification (RIDEM, 1994). Many homes that were built prior to 1968 do not have
septic systems, but use cesspools to dispose of wastewater.
A cesspool is typically a large tank with perforated holes that receives waste and allows the liquid
portion of it to filter into the surrounding soil. A septic system consists of a tank and a leaching field.
The liquid portion of the waste is distributed into the leaching field by long perforated pipes which allow
for more leaching and dispersal of effluent than a cesspool (Canter and Knox, 1985).
Although wastewater from an ISDS is disposed of in the soils, sludge accumulates in the bottom of the
tank and, under normal conditions, it must be pumped out approximately every 3 years. Failure to
pump out a system at appropriate intervals results in failure of the system: solids spill into the leaching
field and untreated wastewater rises to ground surface or backs up into the plumbing. (R.I. Division of
Planning, 1987).
Septic systems are typically designed to have a life-time of 25 years, but this may depend on
surrounding soil type and other site-specific factors. It can generally be assumed, though, that systems
over 25 years of age are likely to be malfunctioning and should be replaced (Canter and Knox, 1985).
If a septic system fails, or if it was sited less than two feet from the seasonal high water table or less than
fifty feet from a surface water body, it is likely to introduce pathogenic contamination into "round and/or
surface water (Canter and Knox, 1985). It should be noted, however, that current RIDEM regulations
permit the installation of septic systems where the seasonal high water table is two feet or more below
the ground (RIDEM, 1994). Where lot sizes are small, the cumulative effect, of many septic systems
leaching into the soil can overwhelm the soils ability to treat it all.
In addition to pathogenic contaminants, wastewater also contains large amounts of nutrients (US EPA,
1993). Nitrogen is a nutrient known to be entering the Saugatucket River system at unhealthful levels
(RI Watershed Watch 1993). Since nitrogen is not easily treated by soils, the operation of standard
septic systems introduces nitrogen into nearby water bodies. Innovative "denitrification" systems have
been developed, and are being used in certain coastal areas where nitrogen inputs have been
determined to damage valuable natural resources. However, the technology is new and these systems
are rather expensive. (Horsely and Witten,1994).
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The most densely developed and populated areas of the Saugatucket watershed are sewered. (South
Kingstown, 1992). When sewer lines were constructed, homeowners were mandated to connect their
plumbing to the lines. Additionally, homes capable of connecting to sewers are assessed a fee for this
service. A small number of homeowners were granted waivers from connecting due to financial
hardship, since the cost of extending pipes from public lines to a private home is borne by the
homeowner and may cost thousands of dollars. A small number of homeowners were also granted
waivers since site constraints prevented their properties from meeting gravity requirements. A staff
member of South Kingstown's Sewer Department has reported that there are only a handful of residents
in the sewered portion of the Town that have not connected to sewer lines.
With the cooperation of the Sewer Department, a review of account records could be done to verify
that all homes in close proximity to the river and its tributaries are indeed tied in. There may be
circumstances where a home had more than one cesspool or septic system when sewers were installed.
Such homes may still have operating on-site disposal facilities that affect the health of the river. This
determination might be made from a review of records at the Town's Building Department. More
research should also be done to assess impacts of discontinued on-site disposal units on water quality.
Remediation of harmful affects revealed by such research will require cooperation of homeowners.
Such cooperation may be generated by increased public awareness and education regarding the effects
of human activities on water resources.
The town plans to extend sewers in the West Kingston area (Prager, 1994), well outside of the
Saugatucket watershed. Unsewered areas in the Saugatucket watershed are not expected to receive
sewers in the near future. For this reason, proper maintenance of existing systems and proper siting of
any new systems will be important components of environmental protection activities in the Saugatucket
River watershed.
Underground Storage Tanks
Fuel products stored in underground storage tanks may pose a threat to water quality in the
Saugatucket watershed as well as other severe environmental, health and safety problems. Leaking,
underground storage tanks may be significant sources of oil and gasoline contamination. A leak in an
underground fuel tank may go undetected for years. Even after a leak has been detected, stopping the
flow of contaminated groundwater is extremely difficult and expensive. For example, a leak from tanks
owned by Reliable Fuel, a distributor of fuel oil and natural gas on Church Street on the western side of
the river, would pose a serious environmental threat to the river.
Gasoline tanks pose more of a hazard than home heating oil tanks. One gallon of gasoline is capable of
contaminating one million million gallons of water (RIDEM,1994). Human exposure to water
contaminated by fuel may take place through ingestion, inhalation, and skin absorption. Gasoline
contains over 300 chemical compounds, some of which have been found to cause anemia, kidney
disease, nervous system disorder, cancer, and lead poisoning. The most lethal of the chemicals are
volatile organics such as benzene, toluene, and xylene (RIDEM, 1994).
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An inventory identifying and mapping underground tanks storing gasoline is needed so an evaluation may
be done to measure the extent of the potential threats of contamination to the river from USTs.
Currently, the Division of Waste Management in the Rhode Island Department of Environmental
Management(RIDEM) administers the state's UST Program.
4. Soil Erosion and Extractions of Earth Materials
Protecting environmental resources while maintaining a sustainable economic base can be one of the
most difficult issues facing communities like South Kingstown.
Relationship of Land with Water Quality
Southern New England is especially blessed with a relative abundance of sand and gravel deposits.
Because these deposits were created by the interaction between the glacier and its melt-water, they are
likely to be found where these waters are gathered or channeled. The Saugatucket basin drains most of
South Kingstown. The natural drainage ways and Its tributaries provided these areas for melt-water to
accumulate and deposit its sediments. The valley walls, in connection with the abutting glaciers, also
provided a natural basin for sediments to collect and form higher elevation terraces. The glaciers left
South Kingstown with this valuable resource. Yet they have put the more valuably sorted deposits at
limited locations on lands with various kinds of cultural settlement patterns. Until the next advance of the
ice sheet comes and leaves a fresh supply of deposits, sand and gravel is a limited, non-renewable
resource and should be treated as such.
As suburban populations spread into this once rural pasture land, conflicts with other traditional rural
activities, such as gravel mining, will occur. With residential land use encroaching upon these rural
areas, the depletion of gravel sites are becoming increasingly difficult.
Development and Extraction as Land Use
Sources used to identify some environmental impacts that a gravel operation may have on the
surrounding environment include the Society of Soil scientists and US Department of Agriculture.
1. Noise Pollution: This is often a recurring concern of people living near a gravel operation. This noise
can come from several sources, including sorters and crushers on the site, and the increased amounts
of traffic off the site.
2. Dust: The source is from internal operation and from exiting or entering traffic.
3. Aesthetics: Many people appreciate the natural landscapes, such as the the rolling pastures, stone
walls and agricultural fields. An active gravel mine, especially an unrestored closed gravel mine, conflicts
with this scene.
4. Waterways and wetlands: Prime sand and gravel deposits were created through the action of water
and to this day remain near wetlands and watercourses. Storm water runoff from the unprotected
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slopes of a gravel mine has the potential to carry sediments from these areas into adjacent water
courses and wetlands.
5. Flora and Fauna: Sand and gravel deposits often support or are
adjacent to unique communities of plants and animals. The black spruce bog and san barren
communities are two examples of ecosystems which could be impacted or threatened by mining
activities.
6. Flood plain: Mining in the flood plain could accelerate the transition of floodwater downstream. It
may also produce unstable slopes which quickly erode during heavy precipitation.
7. Groundwater: Removal of sediments from above the water table affect the quality of groundwater
below when subsequent uses of the mined land involve heavy use of nutrients and/or pesticides.
Sand and gravel mining is an intense, exploitative use of the land. Such operations permanently change
the face of our landscape. Yet the resources from these areas are necessary for the development and
maintenance of our society's infrastructure. An effort must be maintained to improve the way we utilize
this limited natural resources, to reduce the environmental impact during extraction and to improve the
condition of the land after the transient land use.
Perhaps South Kingstown communities who benefit from this industry should assess their best sand and
gravel resources and overlay this with their current settlement and zoning, patterns. This could help to
determine where they focus their efforts in developing this resource and where it should be avoided in
order to reduce environmental impacts. Likewise, sand and gravel operators can take stock in
improving their operations to more efficiently deal with environmental impacts.
Implications
Drainage Patterns:
South Kingstown is divided into two major drainage basins:
1) the Pawcatuck River Basin and the Rhode Island Coastal Basin: These major watershed are further
subdivided by tributary into sub-basins of which there are two:
i) Pawtucket (Usquepaug, Queens River, Chipuxet River, White Horn Brook, Chickasheen
Brook) and
ii) Rhode Island Coastal Basin (Pettaquamscutt River, Saugatucket River with Rocky Brook
and Indian Run, Smelt Brook Potter Pond, Mill Pond Brook, Factory Pond Brook). The
Saugatucket River drains most of central South Kingstown.
The existence of soil limitations does not necessarily mean that a particular parcel of land cannot be
developed, but some soils are clearly better suited to one type of use than another.
Where limitations exist, as in some undeveloped areas of the Saugatucket River corridor, development
on an unsuitable soil may lead to permanent loss of an aesthetic or natural resource. Flood hazards can
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be increased, as can the amount of standing water which serves as breeding places for insects and
bacteria. Good agricultural land may be lost to development and thus degradation of water quality. The
residential runoff pollution to adjacent water bodies can be the result of planning on-site sewage
disposal systems in unsuitable soils. The use of soil surveys in the planning process can help to prevent
these and other costly mistakes when locating various typed of land use development.
5. Agricultural Activities
Agricultural activities can harm the water quality of the Saugatucket River. Rhode Island Geographical
Information Service (RIGIS) has calculated approximately 10 percent of the watershed to be currently
devoted to agricultural land use. An inventory should be completed showing the locations of active
farms within the Saugatucket watershed to measure potential contamination of the river from agricultural
uses. Even one farm can cause extensive damage to the river. Activities which may produce adverse
impacts to water quality include:
-draining of wetlands
-damming and dewatering of rivers for irrigation water
-using fertilizer which can poison the river with polluted runoff-trampling of stream banks by
livestock
-grazing livestock which can cause fecal contamination of the river
-cultivating fields and orchards, thereby destroying riparian habitat-cultivating land, and causing
soil erosion (Bolling, 1994).
Of all the impacts of agriculture on rivers and streams, erosion may be the most harmful. Erosion is the
inevitable result of cultivated soil and is enhanced by disruption of the riparian corridor by. farming or
cattle grazing. Erosion produces fine sediments. These particles remain suspended in rivers for some
time, causing cloudy,turbid water and depriving aquatic plant of the light necessary for growth.
When plants disappear, turbidity may increase even further because plant roots are no longer available
to anchor stream bed sediments. When aquatic plants are eliminated, it breaks the food chain and
further damages the river's ecosystem (Bolling, 1994). The snails and aquatic insects which depend on
the plants for food are also eliminated, as are the young fish which eat the snails and insects. Larger fish
are ultimately affected because there are no young fish and they are unable to see in cloudy water.
Among the most noxious kinds of pollutants associated with agricultural activities are fertilizers.
Fertilizers entering from bordering farmland introduce phosphate and nitrate - both inorganic nutrients into the water body. Fertilizer leaching is controlled by soil and hydrologic conditions. The leaching rate
is dependent upon the type of fertilizer, method of application, type of ground cover, climate, irrigation
practices, and soil conditions.
Fertilizers can be classified in two categories. Water soluble or "fast release" compounds (including
calcium nitrate, sodium nitrate, ammonium sulfate and urea)have been shown to be subject to leaching,
while "slow release" compounds (including urea formaldehyde, methyulene urea, isobutyliden diurea,
and sulfur-coated urea) are less prone to leaching (Horsely, 1994).
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E. Future Potential Contamination Sources
1. Identifying Potential Contamination Sources based on Future Land Use Planning in South
Kingstown's Comprehensive Plan
Water quality is fundamentally related to land use. All of the potential land uses in South Kingstown can
be found in the Saugatucket watershed (See Appendix I-4 for land use distribution). From the
perspective of water quality protection, the optimum land uses within any watershed is forest land or
undeveloped open space (Millar et al, 1992). Any conversion of this natural cover type to a more
intensive use can disrupt the natural hydrological cycle and increase storm water runoff. Intensive land
uses can further lead to erosion and sedimentation problems, destruction of wildlife habitat, and
degradation of water quality through the introduction of contaminants. A table showing land uses
correlated with potential water quality impacts is presented in Appendix 1-5. [Not available in this
document]
The proposed land use plan projects a change in the distribution of lard use. The focus for concern on
future contamination sources is the proposed industrial expansion cited in the land Use Element of the
South Kingstown Comprehensive Plan. Four classifications of industrial land use are established,
ranging from light industry (Industrial-1) to increasingly heavier industry (Industrial-4). The
Comprehensive Plan describes each district:
1. Industrial-1: A light industrial district is established to cover the existing manufacturing district in West
Kingston. The area will be limited to clean operations which do not generate significant quantities of
waste water and are not water intensive. Sewer service is not required in this district.
2. Industrial-2: This classification is established to cover proposed activities designated on the west side
of Rose Hill Road (See Figure I-3 for greater detail). This Industrial-2 area is created to provide for
certain businesses and or industrial operations that do not require traditional industrial park or
commercial district locations. Uses permitted would include automotive-related repair and service,
outdoor Yard storage, warehousing, multipurpose trade center, wholesale and retail sales of
landscape and building materials. Extractive operations, including the storage of sand and gravel
would be permitted, but processing of these materials or the manufacture of concrete or asphalt and
similar operations would be prohibited. Sewer service is not required in this district.
3. Industrial-3: This classification of industrial land use is established to cover the existing manufacturing
zone on the west side of North Road in Peace Dale. Permitted uses would include extractive
operations and processing of gravel and the manufacture of asphalt and concrete and related
products. Sewer service is not required in this district.
4. Industrial-4: Industrial operations permitted within these districts may include manufacturing and
wholesale storage and distribution facilities. These areas recognize the existing mills in Peace Dale and
Wakefield and also provide for new locations provided they are without significant environmental
constraints. Sewer service is mandatory in these districts.(Town of South Kingstown, 1992.)
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Of the four industrial districts, only the location at Rose Hill Road (Industrial-2) will require amending
the Zoning Map. Currently this area is designated as an R-30 district, containing medium density
residential development. The average density of development is 1.09-1.99 dwelling units per acre. Lot
sizes for single family dwelling range from 20,000-40,000 square feet.
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It is likely that the Town will act soon to amend the Zoning Map because traditional locations for
industrial use are quickly disappearing. In the near future,West Kingston (Industrial-1) will no longer be
able to support industry. Industrial-1 is located over a groundwater reservoir and provisions of the
groundwater protection overlay district now apply to this area.
Developers may prefer less restrictive locations for siting future industrial development. If development
is then sited in the Industrial-2 area, potential pollutants will be in closer proximity to the Saugatucket
River and its residents.
The area surrounding Industrial-2 has also been designated a future growth area. Additional problems
may occur regarding government jurisdictions. Intense development at this location would conflict with
the State Industrial Land Use Plan which limits development due to lack of infrastructure and presence
of poor soils and wetlands. Districts previously designated manufacturing will be converted to industrial
districts. Location of the proposed Industrial-2 district is shown in the Appendix.
The associated problems of industrial land use can be combated. The Land Use Plan also proposes a
special area labeled as a greenway. A greenway is shown as following the Saugatucket River on the
Land Use Plan Map. The Comprehensive Plan describes greenways as linear buffers of undeveloped
land which follow the river and serve to separate and provide identity to distinct neighborhoods or
developed areas within the Town.
The benefits of greenways are both environmental and economic. A healthy greenway provides
improved flood protection, enhances wildlife habitat, prevents soil erosion, and filters polluted runoff.
Greenways enhance scenic values and can also raise land values and stimulate local economies
(Bolling,1994.)
F. Jurisdictional Issues
1. Federal Government
Clean Water Act (CWA)
The purpose of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act of 1972 is to restore and maintain the
chemical, physical, and biological integrity of the country's water. It has been further amended (i.e.,
Clean Water Act, 1977) to extend deadlines established in previous acts and to increase control of
toxic pollutants.
Section 208 of this act requires preparation of area-wide waste-water management plans across the
country. These plans must address both point and nonpoint source pollution.
Section 319 of this act requires all states to develop programs that identify waters that require nonpoint
source pollution control and to develop management plans that reduce this pollution. This provision
applies to communities with populations of more than 100,000, (South Kingstown's population is below
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100,000). Section 404 of this act requires a permit be acquired from the Army Corps of Engineers
before filling or dredging any waters of the United States, including wetlands.
National Pollution Discharge Elimination System (NPDES)
Section 402 of this legislation that took effect in 1987 establishes permit requirements for certain
municipal and industrial stormwater discharges. Point sources of pollution are managed by NPDES.
Under this system, the Environmental Protection agency issues permits that regulate runoff.
Under Phase One of Section 402(p), permits are required to be issued for municipal separate storm
sewers serving large or medium sized populations (greater than 100,000) and for stormwater discharges
associated with industrial activity (South Kingstown's population is below 100,000). Permits are also to
be issued on a case by case basis if EPA or a state agency determines a stormwater discharge
contributes to a violation of water quality standards or is a significant contributor of pollutants to waters
of the United States.
Under Phase Two of Section 402 (p), the EPA must prepare a report assessing all remaining,
stormwater discharges; determine the nature and extent of pollutants in such discharges; and establish
procedures and methods to control stormwater discharges to the extent necessary to mitigate impacts
on water quality. EPA must then issue regulations designating storm water discharges (in addition to
those addressed in Phase One). In addition, the federal agency must establish a comprehensive
program to regulate those designated sources.
c
Activities not presently covered by the NPDES permit requirements, but which would be subject to a
state's Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control Program include construction activities on sites that result in
the disturbance of less than five acres, runoff from wholesale, retail, service, or commercial activities,
including, gas stations, and septic tank systems, (ISDS.)
Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments (CZARA)
Section 6217 (g) of the Coastal Zone Act Reauthorization Amendments of 1990, requires states to
develop Coastal Nonpoint Pollution Control programs that are in compliance with the management
measures approved by the EPA-Management measures are defined as economically achievable
measures to control the addition of pollutants to coastal waters. These measures must reflect the
greatest degree of pollutant reduction achievable through the application of the best available nonpoint
pollution control practices, technologies, processes, siting criteria, operating methods, or other
alternatives. Excluded from this provision are all storm water discharges covered by phase one of the
NPDES storm water permit program.
2. State Government
- RIDEM ISDS division is primarily responsible for enforcement and recording of complaints.
- RIDEM Water Resources is responsible for permitting or point sources.
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- RIDEM Wetlands regulatory agency enforces proximity to wetlands and development.

3. Local Protection and Management Regulations
Many land use issues are decided at the community level. There are many opportunities for
municipalities to protect their natural resources through local ordinances, administrative -regulations and
programs. This analysis of local regulations showed that South Kingstown already has numerous
regulations and
[page 30 missing]
Other provisions of the Zoning Ordinance which regulate land uses that may impact the Saugatucket
River include: types of land development permitted (Section 100), density and types of land use activity
allowed (Section 22), and performance standards for land use activity (Section 1300). The Building
Department is responsible for enforcement of the zoninc, ordinance. Upon conclusion that a violation
has occurred. the zoning enforcement officer may, at the maximum, fine a violator up to $500 for each
violation. At the minimum the violator is given notice to correct the violation within thirty days.
Comprehensive Plan
The Rhode Island Comprehensive Planning and Land Use Act of 1988 required all municipalities in the
state to adopt a comprehensive plan and to provide in their plans certain elements in accordance with
accomplishing goals set forth in the Act. Under this Act, municipal comprehensive plans are to be
approved by the municipal legislative body and submitted to the state's Division of Planning, for
approval. South Kingstown adopted its current Comprehensive Plan in 1992, and it was approved by
the Division of Planning that same year.
In its Comprehensive Plan, South Kingstown designated the land 200 feet on either side of the
Saugatucket River, and a portion of its tributary Indian Run, as a greenway. The Comprehensive Plan
also proposed the adoption of a River Corridor Overlay District, which would allow the town to
require, certain protection measures and/or site design standards within the designated river corridor.
The requirements and standards that these new districts will entail have yet to be defined (SK, 1992).
Subdivision Regulations
South Kingstown's current Subdivision and Land Development Regulations were adopted in 1993 by
the authority provided by the Rhode Island Land Development and Subdivision Review Enabling Act of
1992 and the South Kingstown Code of Ordinances. Aspects of the Subdivision Regulations that
concern this environmental assessment include: identifying land unsuitable for development, providing for
the setting-aside of designated open space; requiring a drainage plan for certain subdivisions, and
requiring soil erosion and sediment control plans for major subdivisions.
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Land Unsuitable for Development
The town's designation of unsuitability for development is based upon State regulations. These areas
include: the area within fifty feet from a freshwater wetlands' perimeter; or within 100 feet from the bank
of a river less than ten feet in width during normal flow; or within 200 feet from the bank of a river ten
feet or more in width during normal flow; or within a flood plain or other freshwater wetland as defined
by RI General Laws; or coastal wetlands as defined by RI General Laws.
In addition to prohibiting building on such lands, the subdivision regulations state that such land may not
be included in calculations to determine the number of lots or units that may be constructed within a
subdivision.
Designated Open Space
All subdivisions subject to the town's Subdivision Regulations are required to dedicate a portion of the
land being subdivided for the purpose of providing open space, conservation, park and recreational land
and/or facilities to serve present and future residents. The Planning Board may require payment in lieu
of land dedication, or a combination of payment and land dedication. Certain requirements are made for
a developer to justify the need to pay an in-lieu-of fee rather than dedicate land. Open space land may
be dedicated to town, state or federal government; a private homeowners' association; or a private nonprofit conservation or recreation group.
There is a feature of the open space dedication provision that may conflict with recreational and
conservation purposes. It allows drainage facilities to be placed on dedicated open space. The presence
of detention basins or other stormwater facilities disrupts natural habitats, introduce contaminants, and
impede recreational activities. The Planning Board has been granted authority to determine what
facilities may be sited in dedicated open space areas.
Drainage Plans
A drainage plan is required for major land developments and subdivisions. The Planning Board's
Technical Review Committee may require a drainage plan for minor developments or subdivisions.
Among other provisions, a drainage plan is required to show that disposal of surface runoff downstream
from a subdivision will not damaae land, improvements or the receiving water body. The plan is alsoe
xpected to show that a contiguous drainage system will be installed and connected,and ultimately
stormwater is to drain into a permanent natural body of water or wetlands.
Disposal of stormwater into natural water bodies and wetlands is an effective way to remove water from
streets, but this type of disposal leads to the degradation of water bodies (US EPA, 1993; Horsely and
Witten, 1994; NOAA and US EPA,1993; RI]DEM, 1994). The Planning Board has the authority to
determine whether a proposed drainage plan is in keeping with the subdivision regulations' purposes of
protecting, the natural environment and mitigating impacts of development. If the Planning Board finds
that a development will negatively impact a water body, it could require a developer to dispose of
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stormwater using best management practices outlined by the US EPA and NOAA (US EPA, 1993;
NOAA and US EPA, 1993).
Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Plans
Major land developments and subdivisions must submit a soil erosion and sediment control plan. The
subdivision regulations establish criteria to determine whether minor developments and subdivisions
require such a plan. Among other provisions, the required soil erosion and sediment control plan is to
demonstrate that development on steep slopes will be avoided, that post-development runoff rates
should not exceed pre-development runoff rates, and that vegetation shall be used to stabilize disturbed
land.
Sediment and Erosion Ordinance
South Kingstown does not have a sediment and erosion control ordinance. Such an ordinance would
help a community regulate construction and extraction industries, which are major sources of sediment
and erosion. ne State recently passed a Soil Erosion and Sediment Control Act, which includes a model
ordinance for communities to adopt.
ISDS Financial Assistance
The Town of South Kingstown has a program that provides local homeowners with low-interest loans
to repair or replace their septic systems.
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II. ZONE 2 ANALYSIS REPORT
A. Introduction
People have historically been drawn to the river for work or relaxation. Mills were set up alone, river
banks to harness the power of the rushing, water; families built homes alone the river banks because of
its beauty and its ready supply of fish and other wildlife that inhabit the wetlands; and children and adults
have long used the river for refreshment on hot days. So it is no wonder that the Saugatucket River,--once used for all of the above reasons but now a living, yet under-appreciated piece in South
Kingstown's rich history -- would once again catch the imagination and excitement of its residents. Its
beauty and scenic vistas offered by the river today are reminders to those who seek it out that the river
can be an important part of the community.
In 1994, the river is no longer used to power the mills. Families no longer flock to its banks and the
wildlife habitat, while sustained by the water, do not thrive and are not healthy enough for human
consumption. But the river has the potential to provide so much to the community.
The first section of this report looked at the environmental aspects of the entire river corridor. The
river's health is an important step in determining whether it can become a part of the South Kingstown
landscape and, more importantly, part,of the South Kingstown residents' collective consciousness. We
chose to take one section of an area around the river and help the townspeople make it work for them.
Because the Peace Dale-Wakefield area is a focal point in the town, we believe it provides the greatest
opportunities for brimming the river- and the people together. This area, called Zone 2 for the
purposes of the report, can be the beginning of this river revival.
B. Land Use, Zoning and Demography
1. Introduction
The analysis in this section is divided into three parts; i) Land Use Analysis, ii) Zoning Analysis, and iii)
Demographic Analysis of the Study Area. The goal of the research was to find if any particular mix of
land uses, a particular type of population and housing mix, or a particular use of land allowed by the
Town's Zoning Ordinance had any effect on the prevailing economic activities in the study area.
Similarly, the research was also directed to explore if the existing economic activities of the area affected
the formation of the prevailing mix of population and housing and the development of the existing land
use activities. During the period of data collection, it was identified that the area had its own
characteristic mix of land uses and its resultant economic activities. The study in this section will relate
the character and the prevailing economic activities of the area with its land use,zoning, and
demographic features.
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2. Existing Conditions
Land Use
Land use analysis suggests the character of the area evolved as a function of its existing, land uses. The
area has a mixed land use which probably encourages local commercial activities. The following table
(Table II-1) describes the acreage, and percentages of land use distribution (1990) of the. study area.
Table II-1. Land Use Distribution, Zone 2, Peace Dale to Wakefield, 1992.
Land Use Category
High Density Residential
Medium Density Residential
Low Density Residential
Commercial
Industrial
Institutional
Others
Total

Acreage
172
38
12
121
20
54
803
1220

Percentage
14.10
3.11
0.98
9.92
1.64
4.43
65.82
100.00

Source: RIGIS, T'he University of Rhode Island, 1994.
Acreage are rounded to the nearest whole number
Out of a total of 1220 acres in the study area the predominant land uses are residential and commercial,
which cover almost 25% of the total area. The interesting feature of the area is the greenway, the river
corridor, which takes up approximately 60 acres, covering approximately 4% of the total area. The
commercial and residential areas take up approximately shares of 10% and 15%, respectively. It may
be assumed here that a large portion of the client group for the commercial activities of the area is
located within the study area itself. The character of the area is mainly determined by the local economic
activities which, in turn, is directly affected by the residential and commercial land uses of the area. The
only industrial area, covering 34.88 acres, is concentrated in and around Peace Dale village. Industrial
land use is not a dominant feature of the study area, though, the Peace Dale Mill complex has its
dominating effect in creating historic character of the Peace Dale area.
The following section of land use analysis is based on a comparison of land uses of the area with the
land uses distribution of South Kingstown. The following table (Table II-2) shows the distribution of
land uses in the town.
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Table II-2 Land Use Distribution, South Kingstown, 1990.
Land Use Category
Acreage
High Density Residential
2347
Medium Density Residential
2863
Low Density Residential
975
Commercial
337
Industrial
509
Institutional
1035
Others
31520
Total
39586

Percentage
5.93
7.24
2.46
0.85
1.28
2.62
79.62
100.00

Comprehensive Plan, South Kingstown, 1992. 'I own of South Kingstown, Rhode Island.
A comparison of the land uses of the study area with that of the whole town(Graph II-1) shows that the
predominant land use activities in the study area are medium/high density residential, though the
predominant use of the town itself is residential (with open space occupying considerable share of the
total area). Almost 80% of the total land area in the entire town is o en space, including agricultural
land, open spaces, and forested areas, while that figure is 65% in the study area. The most interesting
difference between the study area and the Town is the share of commercial spaces. Commercial
activities take up about 12% of the total land area in the study area, while the figure is below 1% in the
entire Town.

These figures suggest the study area has its own characteristics, with different land use distributions from
the rest of the Town. More than 50% of the Town's commercial activity is located in the area while the
total area of the study area is only 3% of the town's total area. The economic activity, with a strong
component of medium/high density land use, creates a sense of place, unique for the study area. The
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study area possesses the type of land use mix suitable for further improvement of economic activity, and
is a potential generator of economic activities for the Town as a whole.
Zoning
Similar to the land use distribution, analysis of zoning in the study area reveals that its distribution in the
study area is very different from that of the Town itself. While the share of commercially zoned land in
South Kingstown is only 0.85 %, with a total acreage of approximately 300 acres, Zone 2 contains
10.62% of commercially-zoned land. The other distinguishing feature of zoning is the distribution of high
density residential areas. Zone 2 possesses a total of approximately 200 acres of land zoned high
density residential, about 16% of its land. For the Town, that figure is only 3%. Clearly, the regulatory
land control activity encouraged the economic development of the area. Comparison of zoning between
the Town and Zone 2 (Graph II-2) shows a significant difference in the sectors of commercial and high
density residential uses.

The analysis revealed an interesting difference between the zoning and land use in the area. While a
total of approximately 1000 acres, with a share of almost 80% of land in Zone 2 is zoned residential,
only about 225 acres are actually used as residential. Graph II-3 shows that most of the unused
residentially zoned area falls under medium and low density residential categories. But other than that
most of the land zoned commercial, industrial, and institutional are already built.
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Table II-3. Zoning Distribution, Zone 2, Peace Dale to Wakefield 1990.
Zoning Category
High Density Residential (RM,
and R10)
Medium Density Residential
(RM, and R30)
Low Density Residential (R40,
R40A, RR80, RLD200, and
HFD)
Commercial (Cl, C2, C3, C4,
and CW)
Industrial (M1)
Institutional (P)
Total

Acreage
192

Percentage
15.73

138

11.40

643

52.70

130

10.62

7
90
1220

2.18
7.37
100.00

Source: Zoning Map, Zoning Ordinance, South Kingstown, 1994. Town of South Kingstown, Rhode
Island. Acreage are rounded to the nearest whole number.
The town as a whole is predominantly zoned low/medium density residential. Only 0.85% of the total
area is zoned commercial, and 0.72% is zoned industrial. On the contrary, the study area has almost
11% of the total land zoned commercial. It is true that the area made use of the advantageous zoning
regulation, but probably not to its fullest extent. The store owners in the area are happy to have South
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Kingstown residents, but the number could have been increased by providing a large consumer group in
close proximity.
Table II-4. Zoning Distribution, South Kingstown, 1990.
Zoning Category
Acreage
High Density Residential (RM,
1014.70
and R10)
Medium Density Residential
4635.40
(RM, and R30)
Low Density Residential (R40,
23665.30
R40A, RR80, RLD200, and
HFD)
Commercial (Cl, C2, C3, C4,
295.50
and CW)
Industrial (M1)
247.60
Institutional (P)
4888.90
Total
34747.40

Percentage
2.92
13.34
68.10

0.85
0.72
14.07
100.00

Source: Comprehensive Plan, South Kingstown. 1992. Town of South Kingstown, Rhode Island
Demography
As was shown in the previous two sections, the analysis of demographic characteristics also-suggests
the area has developed its own demographic qualities which are considerably different from the rest of
the town. Comparison of the densities of population and housing between Zone 2 and the Town (Graph
II-4)shows the density of population in the study area is almost twice that of the density of the Town as
a whole. While the density of population of the area is approximately 100 persons per 100 acres, the
density of population of the Town as a whole is 62 persons per 100 acres. Similarly, the housing
analysis shows considerable differences. The density of housing units in the study area is approximately
44 units per 100 acres, while that of the whole town is about 25 units per 100 acres. Table II-5 and
Table II-6 show the distribution of population and housing characteristics of Zone 2 and the entire
Town, respectively.
Comparison of the housing situations in Zone 2 with that of the entire Town(Graph II-5) shows that
while almost 25 % of the available housing stock in the Town is vacant, only 71% of the available
housing stock in Zone 2 is vacant. The ratio of owner occupied and renter occupied housing units in
Zone 2 is approximately 1:1,while the similar ratio for the Town is approximately 5:2. The analysis of the
housing stock also shows that 53% of the homes in Zone 2 are single family residential, while that figure
is more than 80% in the Town. Tables II-5, and II-6, and Graphs II-4,and II-5 shows the demographic
characteristics of the study area and the town as a whole.
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3. Trends
The existing trend is toward more growth, with more land use activities and more population density.
The area has not yet grown to the extent it is allowed by the Town's Zoning, Ordinance. It can be
expected that the area will experience further increment of population and housing densities. As nonresident client groups will be attracted to participate in the economic activity of the area, the image of
local economy will start to change. If the river can be used for further economic activity by creating
recreational activities along the bank of the river, the local nature of the population will change. There
will be a distinct difference between peak hour and off- peak hour population distribution, which will
have a significant effect on its present character.

Table II-5. Social Characteristics, Zone 2, Peace Dale to Wakefield, 1990.
SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Total
Zone II

Census Tract # 512, Rhode Island
Block
Block Group#2

Population
Count of Persons

528

Group#3

Count of Persons of Age 0 to 18
Count of Persons of Age 19 and over
Elderly Population
Count of Persons of Age 65 and over

97
431

1038
288
750

1566
385
1181

185

92

277

Count of Persons of Age 85 and over

19

6

25

941
28
30
39
393

1436
33
32
65
655

Race Distribution
Count of White Persons

495

Count of Black Persons
Count of Persons of Hispanic Origin
Other Races
Housing Count of Households

5
2
26

262
Count of Housing Units
274
424
Count of Occupied Units
262
393
Count of Vacant Units
12
31
Count of Owner Occupied Units
117
207
Count of Renter Occupied Units
145
186
Count of Vacant Units for Sale
1
3
Count of Vacant Units for Rent
2
7
Count of Single Family Units
145
230
Count of Black Homeowners
1
5
Count of Hispanic Homeowners
0
3
Count of Homeless Persons
0
0
% of Single Family Detached Units
52.9%
54.2%
Number of Persons per Family
2.9
3.2
Source: Manire, Larry., and Humphrey, Alan B. Ph. D. US Census of Population & Housing by Block Group,
Databasics, Inc. Providence. 1991
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698
655
43
324
331
4
9
375
6
3
0

Table II-6

Social Characteristics, South Kingstown 1990

SOCIAL CHARACTERISTICS

Census Tracts
Rhode Island
Tract #512

Population

Count of Persons
Count of Persons of Age 0 to 18
Count of Persons of Age 19 and over

Elderly Population
Count of Persons of Age 65 and over
Count of Persons of Age 85 and over
Race
Distribution
Count of White Persons
Count of Black Persons
Count of Persons of Hispanic Origin
Other Races
Housing
Count of Households
Count of Housing Units
Count of Occupied Units
Count of Vacant Units
Count of Owner Occupied Units
Count of Renter Occupied Units
Count of Vacant Units for Sale
Count of Vacant Units for Rent
Count of Single Family Units
Count of Black Homeowners
Count of Hispanic Homeowners
Count of Homeless Persons

Total South
Kingstown
Tract
#513

Tract
#514

6920
1832
5088

12176
3020
9156

5535
1261
4274

24631
6113
18518

1053
123

1727
188

38
3

2800
314

5408
140
85
1287

11448
83
91
554

5144
139
130
122

22000
362
306
1963

2698
2767
2598
169
1754
844
39
28
1954
24
14
11

4625
6794
4605
2189
3358
1247
98
48
5832
13
11
0

205
241
205
36
77
128
1
26
96
0
0
0

7528
9802
7408
2394
5189
2219
138
102
7882
37
25
11

Source: Manire, Larry., and Humphrey, Alan B. Ph. D. US Census of Population & Housing by Block Group,
Databasics, Inc. Providence. 1991

4. Opportunities and Constraints
Zone 2 has mixed land use distribution and favorable zoning guidelines. The area has the potential for
further economic activities. The river, which has been untapped, is this area's asset.
Constraints to further development may come from the present residents of the area. Further economic
activity will definitely bring changes in the character of the area and the present suburban character may
start to change toward urban, with the increment of economic activities.
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C. SOCIAL ISSUES
1. Introduction
A greenway provides benefits to all of the townspeople. For those with limited incomes, such a concept
means increased mobility and recreational opportunities. While South Kingstown as a town ranks above
the state in terms of median household income, there is a portion of the town that does not share in the
affluence. Most of South Kingstown's lower-income population exists in the Zone 2 study area.
The concerns of those residents within the- Zone 2 study area who rely on local and state social
services for financial assistance must also be recognized and considered in any plan that is formulated.
2. Existing Conditions
The study area is a mix of the old and the new. The stone mills that were built by the river have been
upgraded and are used productively. Unfortunately, many of the houses and apartments are in a
desperate state of disrepair and require rehabilitation. Many of the residents who live in these houses do
rot have the financial resources to restore these homes. In fact, many families within this area along the
river are barely making ends meet.
There are a number of social and health service agencies within the study area that provide a range of
services to this segment of the town. South County Community Action, the lead social service agency
for Washington County, is located on Kingstown Road in Peace Dale; the Women's Resource Center,
a center for battered and abused women is located on Main Street and operates a safe house for
women in the area; Welcome House is a homeless shelter located at the corner of Kingstown and North
roads; the Johnny Cake Center is a thrift shop and also provides emergency food for families or persons
in need; the Health Center of South County, a center providing a limited range of health services, is at
the corner of River and Main streets. Along with the social service agencies is a mix of housing and
schools, including three elementary schools and the town high school.
South County Community Action uses Census Tract 512 as their guide to study the South Kingstown
population (Spink, 1994). This analysis breaks down that Census Tract to block groups to more closely
examine who resides in the study area. In the study area, Block Groups 2 and 3 in Census Tract 512
were studied. What this analysis reveals is a population with significantly less annual income and
education than South Kingstown (Census Tracts 512, 5l3, and 514) as a whole. For purposes of this
analysis, Census Tract 514 was left out because. it is incorporates a large of number of URI
undergraduate and graduate students, skewing the education and poverty level figures.
In South Kingstown, 6.8 percent of all persons were living below the federal poverty level in 1989 (9.8
percent if URI is included in the figures). Within the two block groups, the poverty rate was 11.2
percent (Census, 1991). In terms of family income, the median income in -1989 in South Kingstown
was $41,339. For the study area, the median income was $24,409. Clearly, a wide income gap exists
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between residents. A greenway concept that speaks to the river's history and beauty must also be
cognizant of those who live by the river.
Table II-7. Comparison of Study Area Population and South Kingstown residents.

Family Income
Below Poverty Level
High School Graduate or higher
College Grad. or higher

Block
Groups 2 &
3
$24,409
11.2%
66%
17.8%

Total S. Kingstown(w/o
514)
$41,578(Median)
6.8%
85%
36.6%

Source: U-S. Census of Population & Housing, Census Tract Numbering Areas, 1991.
The housing stock reflects the diversity of the study area and reveals some of the history associated with
the river and its dominant industries. Along the west side of the river (High Street and its side streets)
exist a mix of one-family homes and duplexes as well as small shops. Single family homes are the
dominant structures on the east side of the river along River and Columbia streets and the smaller side
streets. At the northern end of the area exist poorer quality row apartments. There are also a limited
number of second-story apartments on Main Street in downtown Wakefield. Eight buildings along Main
Street have second or third floors that already have been converted into apartments.
The age of the housing stock within the study area is a concern in terms of both aesthetics and safety. Of
the 658 housing units in the study area, 339 (51.5 percent) were built before 1950 (Census, 1991).
Most of the homes most likely contain lead-based paint, which can be deadly for children if the chips
are consumed in large amounts. The Rhode Island Department of Health recently reported 32 children
in South Kingstown have severe cases of lead poisoning and another 69 have significant cases of lead
poisoning. Most of those cases are in the Wakefield-Peace Dale area (Spink, 1994).

3. Trends
The South Kingstown Housing Authority recently received $60,000 in Community Development Block
Grant funds for housing rehabilitation. That money, though, must go for projects throughout the town
and not just in the study area. Federal money is also being allocated for the lead abatement program
that will allow for homes in the Peace Dale-Wakefield area to be stripped and repainted. This program,
though, is limited and will cover only a few homes (Spink, 1994). The future of anti-poverty programs
and innovative child care programs, especially for low-income families in limbo as a new Congress
controlled by a leadership that has vowed to cut programs prepares to assume power in January 1995
(Dowd, 1994, A- 1).
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4. Opportunities and Constraints
For any greenway program to be successful, the residents must be actively involved. This has already
begun, with the work of the Coalition and a design workshop held in October. But a broader coalition
of residents, including those whom may feel disengaged from the regular political processes of the town,
must be willing to come out and share their views as to how such a concept can be realized. A
greenway program utilizing the Saugatucket will provide more than recreation. As the section in this
report on economic development indicates. the greenway concept will provide jobs and new economic
opportunities to residents of Zone 2 and of South Kingstown. These employment opportunities will
come from many sources. From new businesses that see Zone 2 as an attractive place to do business
and from homeowners and business owners who invest back into the area through rehabilitation and
reconstruction of houses and existing, structures.
With the DOT plans for a bicycle path and spurs off it to area schools and destinations, those families
who find it difficult to obtain access to a car may find such a path a convenient way of setting around.
The town may find a new avenue for housing and other types of grants if they link such projects to the
river revitalization. Future CDBG funds could be linked to the SRHCC's work and housing
rehabilitation could be done in conjunction with the river.
D. HISTORIC RESOURCES
1. Introduction.
Historic, cultural, and greenway recreation linkages are essential parts to greenway planning.
Preservation of historic districts is a means to reinforce the historic and cultural identity of a community
or town. Historic districts can be sections with-in cities or entire villages. Depending on their
significance, historic districts may fall into one of three categories: national, state, or local. The National
Register of Historic Places "is the list of individual buildings, sites, structures, and objects, as well as
districts 'important' in American history, culture, architecture, or archaeology (Connolly, 1989).
By establishing and preserving historic districts, a community can provide a town with a continuing sense
of past. It can limit the destruction and disintegration of the historically, culturally, and architecturally
significant areas. It can also provide a visual example of the past and a guideline for future development.
This section gives a brief review of issues related to historic preservation within the Saugatucket River
corridor. Specifically, a historic district preservation assessment was done in order to determine the
visual and physical condition of the villages of Peace Dale and Wakefield.
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2. Existing Conditions
Peace Dale Village
Peace Dale is a settlement centered on the Saugatucket River and Kingstown Road and Columbia
Street. The village includes the large Peace Dale mill complex, Mill sites, homes of mill owners, workers'
houses, bridges, a variety of public buildings, a railroad station, several churches, a cemetery, and
several schools; these properties reflect the evolution of the village from its beginning to the present
(RIHPC, 1984) The village of Peace Dale is currently on the United States Department of Interior
National Register of Historic Places. Information obtained from the Rhode Island Historic Preservation
Commission (RI HPC) shows the number of contributing properties to be as follows: 164 buildings; l3
structures; and 3 objects. An inventory of the properties are listed on the nomination form alone, with
significant dates and a brief description of each place.
Peace Dale began as a textile mill village and was developed during the nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. As the National Register shows, Peace Dale is at once typical and unique. The village is
typical in that it is a rural industrial village. The state of preservation, historic importance, and beauty are
what makes it so unique.
The first mill site at Peace Dale was along the Saugatucket River about 300 feet north of the present
mills. In the mid 19th century, the old mill was replaced by a new mill and around this grew a complex
of mill buildings (RI HPC, 1984). The following statement is made in the Historic and Architectural
Resources of South Kingstown, Rhode Island: A Preliminary Report, "the legacy of the Hazards, who
owned the mills and the village, further includes several fine dwellings set on large, landscaped lots, and
a number of private and public structures, many of them built of stone. The Hazard family's
humanitarian, intellectual, and industrial influence and concepts spread beyond the village and town
boundaries." The mills were originally used for dyeing and finishing. According to the RI HPC, as a
result of the increased use of the automobile, and suburbanization, the close relationship between the
mills and the villagers gradually lessened as residents found jobs elsewhere, but the original structures
built during the 19th and 20th centuries remain an important legacy today.
Wakefield Village
The village of Wakefield is located along Main Street (historically Old Post Road) where it runs parallel
to the east bank of the Saugatucket River. The village developed and grew largely as a result of its
location where the Old Post Road crosses the river near the river's fall line (Renshaw, 1994). The river
was a source of water power for small industrial operations. Milling activities are traced back to this
area as early as 1717. It is important to note that while Peace Dale village is currently on the National
Register, Wakefield is still at the nomination stage.
According to the Wakefield Historic District National Register nomination the district encompasses the
historical core of what had become the most prominent commercial settlement in the Town of South
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Kingstown by the end of the 19th century. The Wakefield Historic District is comprised of several wellpreserved structures that were built during the 18th and 19th centuries of industrial, commercial, and
residential development. As it is stated in the nomination, several commercial operations in the district
have remained in the same business use and in some cases the same family ownership.
In the past, Wakefield served as South Kingstown's most significant commercial center. The same is
true today. Not unlike the village of Peace Dale, the character of Wakefield village was influenced by
the development of the mills during the 19th century. Joseph Congdon established a cording mill in the
year 1807. The mill was then acquired by James Robinson in 1820. In 1850, a stone dam was built
which stands north of the Main Street bridge. A pair of stone mill buildings were also built on either side
of the river which no longer exist.
Development of the village was slow. By 1822 Wakefield contained nine houses, several small mills, a
store, and about sixty inhabitants. Significant industrial and commercial growth occurred during the postCivil War period. A carriage manufacturer was established in addition to the textile industry. In 1876,
the Narragansett Pier Railroad was put through. The Kenyon department store was moved and the
business -expanded. A series of large brick commercial blocks were constructed along Main Street by
the turn of the century. According to RI HPC, Wakefield's configuration and overall appearance are a
reflection of both the river and the railroad. It has early structures as a result of the various milling
activities. In the 19th century, textile manufacturing led to its evolution as a commercial center including
banks, churches, stores, and residences. In 1876, the railroad added significantly to its development as
a major commercial center with large commercial blocks and new businesses.
3. Opportunities and Constraints
The study of historic district improvements falls under the scope of a greenway study. The significant
historic resources alone, the river could be considered major attractions for a potential linkage
assessment. It is important to point out that preservation does not interfere with the development of a
town but rather supports it in various ways. There are various functions associated with historic
preservation. These are as follows: symbolic, economic, social, and educational.
First, the symbolic meaning of. preservation includes not only historic landmarks, buildings, or districts
but also. the idea of preserving an image of place. A community "is not as we perceive it by vision
alone, but by insight, memory, movement, emotion and language" (Costonis, 1989). Preserved and
restored old buildings and districts allow us to connect modern society with the past.
Second, with respect to the economic function, well preserved and restored historic building can play a
significant part in tourist related activities. They attract visitors for aesthetic reasons, but, more
importantly, they can provide opportunities for community revitalization.
Third, preservation helps to integrate the community as a whole and bring out positive and attractive
images of a neighborhood that influence the social attitude of local people to a great degree (Lynch,
1987).
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Fourth, an educational function of historic preservation is that people learn from the past by visiting old
places. School students can become involved and participate in historic exhibition and interpretation
programs.
In the report entitled, Saving Place.- A Guide and Report Card for Protecting Community Character,
the following definition is used for historic preservation: "the protection, rehabilitation and restoration of
communities, districts, sites, buildings, structures, and artifacts significant to history, architecture,
archeology, or culture. "This report suggests that cultural and natural assets form the basis for economic
development in small communities. The Saugatucket River is a prime example of such a resource.
The promotion of Wakefield as an historic district is crucial to the preservation of structures alone, the
river. Once again Peace Dale is already on the National Register, Wakefield is not. There are
discrepancies regarding the actual boundaries of the Wakefield Historic District. Therefore, it presently
remains at the nomination phase.
It is important, however, that this village be established as a historic district as any tax credits may be
available for rehabilitation projects relating to historic districts. Main Street in downtown Wakefield
may be potentially eligible for such credits. Promotion of the Saugatucket River as an essential element
to this area's historical significance could be included.
Because the study of historic resources is part of a greenway study of the river corridor, creating
linkages between historic districts, cultural centers, and the river system is the overriding goal.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify what can be done immediately, in other words short term solutions
as well as establish long-term, future goals. Establishing signage within both districts which identify the
historic places of interest is one short-term solution. Another possibility might be to promote the
historical resources through the South Kingstown school district. This could be done through tours of
the villages and mills, walks alone, the river, as well as the establishment of educational programs.
Developing an Historic Preservation Plan specifically addressing the needs of Wakefield and Peace
Dale could be done as a long-term solution. The establishment of historic district zoning, may be
considered as necessary for the preservation of the existing resources in the future. Finally, specific
design guidelines and standards could be created at the local level to address historic properties. These
long-term ideas could include flexible ordinances as opposed to more rigid standards. This would allow
for a more feasible implementation of such preservation action within the historic districts. These historic
preservation ideas should be viewed as opportunities which the SRHCC could integrate with the
conventional planning process which could ultimately include all aspects of this study.
"Choosing a past helps us to construct a future." -Kevin Lynch
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E. RECREATION
1. Introduction
South Kingstown offers an interesting array of recreational facilities well-suited to the town and
its provincial character. The recreational opportunities are supplemented by the area’s valuable physical
characteristics, including the oceanfront, salt ponds, lakes, rivers and streams. Within the confines of
Zone 2, the Saugatucket River runs through and around an abundance of well-maintained recreational
resources including parks, fields, historic buildings, and other recreational facilities. The following
analysis will summarize the current recreational facilities and resources in the defined study area, Zone 2,
discuss the needs of the town in regards to recreation and provide some possible opportunities for
future recreational development and improvement.
2. Existing Conditions
The following inventory of recreational resources in Zone 2 was taken in part from the South Kingstown
Comprehensive Community Plan and Appendix to the Recreational Component. The remaining
information was gathered from site visits and windshield surveys.
The town-owned active parks in Zone 2 are Indian Run Park, Saugatucket Park, Old Mountain Field,
and Peace Dale Village Green. The parks have been inventoried by summarizing the relevant findings
(See Figure II-1 for locational information on all recreational resources).
INDIAN RUN PARK
Location
Site Type
Service Area
Site Size and Features
Total Acreage
Land Acreage
Water Body
Use Restrictions
Site Control
Site Jurisdiction
Facilities
Support Facilities
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Indian Run and Kingstown Road
Stream Bed
State
5.7
1.2
4.5
Restricted Areas
Fee simple ownership
Local
None
None
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PEACE DALE VILLAGE GREEN
Location
Site Type
Service Area
Size and Features
Total Acreage
Land Acreage
Recreational Acreage
Wetland Acreage
Other Features

Columbia St. and Spring St.
Neighborhood Park
State
4.7
4.2
2.6
.5
Playground Equipment Day Camp
Facilities
All Users
Fee simple Ownership
Local
No.
Condition
2
Good
2
Fair
3
Good
On-site Parking (65 spaces)
Rest Rooms
Drinking Water
Bicycle Racks

Use Restrictions
Site Control
Site Jurisdiction
Facilities
Courts: Tennis
Bocci
Picnic Tables:
Support Facilities

SAUGATUCKET PARK
Location
Site Type
Service Area
Size and Features
Total Acreage
Land Acreage
Recreational Acreage
Use Restrictions
Site Control
Site Jurisdiction
Facilities
Fields:
Multipurpose
Basketball
Support Facilities
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High Street
Mini-Park Playground
Neighborhood
3.7
3.7
3.7
All Users
Fee Simple Ownership
Local
Condition
1
Fair
1
Fair
Rest Rooms
Drinking Water Bicycle Racks
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OLD MOUNTAIN FIELD
Location
Site Type
Service Area
Size and Features
Total Acreage
Land Acreage
Recreational Acreage
Freshwater Shore
Accessible Shore
Waterbody Acreage
Wetland Acreage
Other Features
Day Camp Facilities
Playground Equipment
Use Restrictions
Site Control

Kingstown Road
Major Park
State
60.1
50.1
59.45
1400 sq.ft.
1400 sq.ft.
7
3

All Users
Fee Simple
Ownership
Local

Site Jurisdiction
Facilities
Fields:
Baseball/Softball
Soccer
Courts:
Tennis
Basketball
Picnic Tables
Support Facilities

No.

Condition

2
1

Fair
Good

2
1
6

Fair
Fair
Fair

On-Site Parking
(75 spaces)
Rest Rooms
Drinking Water
Food Concessions
Bicycle Racks
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Within Zone 2 there are three significant town owned buildings with recreational uses. The sites and
locations are listed below:
SITE
LOCATION
Peace Dale Office Building
Kingstown Rd.
Neighborhood Guild
Columbia St.
Peace Dale Library
Kingstown Rd.
There are also some privately owned outdoor and indoor recreational facilities within the zone.
SITE
LOCATION
Riverbend Athletic Club
Columbia St.
YMCA(10 acres of playgrounds)
Broad Rock Rd.
Campus Cinema
Columbia St.
Museum of Primitive Culture
Kingstown Rd.
Saint Domenic Savio
Broad Rock Rd.
Some other areas of recreational interest include the Fish Ladder, a recreational node along Main
Street, the railroad right-of-way, an excellent linkage for recreational nodes along the river and through
South Kingstown, the Oaks scenic area (.47 acres) along Kingstown Road, and Indian Run Woods, a
conservation area behind Old Mountain Field (53.65 acres).
Historically, some recreational activities alone the river have included ice skating, and fishing. Ice skating
is still viable in many locations, a prime site is the Indian Run Reservoir behind Old Mountain Field. But
fishing has become undesirable due to river pollution.
The recreational re sources in Zone 2 are diverse and in fairly good condition. The four scenic parks
are endowed with either good equipment and/or have existing or potential aesthetic qualities. According
to the Town of South Kingstown Annual Report of Municipal Services, some major capital projects
have been undertaken within Zone 2 in the past year. A timber guardrail was constructed at Old
Mountain Field, the sidewalk at the Neighborhood Guild was rehabilitated, and playground apparatus
was installed on the Village Green. A playground upgrade at Old Mountain Field was scheduled to
begin this fall, and the additional of lights and an electrical upgrade at Old Mountain Field is underway.
The Neighborhood Guild is scheduled to be renovated as soon as a design consultant is been selected.
The Town offers many programs through the recreational department. Many of these programs are held
in Zone 2 (locations include the Guild, Old Mountain Field, and others). The number of South
Kingstown residents taking advantage of these programs is growing (Town of South Kingstown, 1992).
As the demand for additional and varied recreational opportunities increases, the supply of facilities must
also increase. Zone 2 has the resources to respond to some of these demands.
The Town currently initiates many special events throughout the year, including a 4th of July celebration,
family scavenger hunt, Christmas programs, Easter egg hunt, summertime concerts (8), children's
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concerts (4), the Jonnycake Storytelling Festival, and the Post and Beam Concert Series. These are
popular events for residents and visitors.
Tourism in the Town appears to be thriving, according to a study by URI's Department of Resource
Economics (Town of South Kingstown, 1992). The largest contributing factor to this thriving tourist
industry is the oceanfront. Tourism in South Kingstown contributes approximately 20% to Washington
County's travel and tourism sales, the second-highest earner in the county. According to the South
Kingstown Comprehensive Community Plan, tourism has also benefited the community through the hotel
tax revenues collected from local lodging establishments.
Zone 2 is currently earning limited tourist dollars through enticements such as the local cinema, special
events, and the Main Street shops.
3. Trends
Recreational trends for this analysis were collected from two sources, the Cultural Heritage and Land
Management Plan for the Blackstone Valley National Heritage Corridor and Ocean State Outdoors,
The Rhode Island Outdoor Recreation, Conservation and Open Space Inventory. These broader
trends complemented the preferences of the comprehensive plan written for the Town.
In 1992, a University of Rhode Island survey found that nearly 70% of the residents of South
Kingstown felt that additional recreational facilities were needed. Only half of those polled made
specific recommendations for improvements. Construction of additional playground areas was
suggested by approximately one-third of the polled residents, followed by the building of baseball fields
and tennis courts (Town of South Kingstown, 1992).
If we look at money distribution of major capital projects as an indicator, the trend in South Kingstown
recreation appears to be one of maintaining and making improvements to the more significant parks
(Town of South Kingstown, 1992-93). Nationally, recreational trends are taking on a more athletic or
health conscious and/or historical appreciation that often includes outdoor recreational areas established
along a greenway.
The Town identified the establishment of a greenway system throughout South Kingstown as a high
priority to meet the needs of the residents and as an attempt to follow a worthwhile trend.
4. Opportunities and Constraints.
Opportunities and constraints were developed by recognizing the existing recreational resources in
South Kingstown's Zone 2 and the residents' desire to maintain the Town's character. These factors
were balanced against: potential improvements to increase the use of the recreational resources,
Improving awareness and appreciation of the river and its recreational value and stimulating more
economic development in the zone.
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The existing conditions in Zone 2 provide a diverse series of recreational nodes which could be
improved and linked together to stimulate more usage and desired economic development. Greenways
or open space buffers would provide protection of critical natural resources. They also could provide
an open space network which ties together corridors of private and public lands providing access to
recreation and open space sites. Finding sites available for conversion to active use recreational facilities
is essential. This includes recreational opportunities in the tract of land owned by the University of
Rhode Island.
The greenway system might include restricted -or limited access conservation areas or a series of trails,
bike paths, rights-of-way, and scenic roads -which could provide a continuous linkage of town parks,
open space, historic and recreational nodes, etc., all buffering the river. For example, the approved bike
path could provide the connections for many of the recreational nodes indicated in the earlier tables.
Extending the bike path to include extensions in the form of both bike paths and foot paths to
recreational resources, including Old Mountain Field, and schools, including Peace Dale Elementary
School, would facilitate an increase in easy access and provide more advantageous linkages.
In addition to creating a vital aspect of the social life in the community, outdoor and indoor recreation
also offers a means for increasing the economic base. As stated earlier, South Kingstown is
accumulating tourist dollars but Zone 2 is not a major contributor when compared to the beach areas.
Potential tourist growth can be found in Zone 2 if recreational enticements are developed. These could
include construction of a festival marketplace, recruitment of more businesses to Main Street, use of the
bike path to its fullest potential by developing more parks and facilities along the route, easy access to
Main Street from the bike path, and increasing signage along the bike path, the river and the network of
roads in Zone 2.
Increasing downtown revitalization by introducing more restaurants and perhaps a small production
theater would be an excellent opportunity to entice residents to Main Street and stimulate the economy
of the area.
Another opportunity to increase an appreciation of the river and provide a creative way of accessing
downtown is through canoeing. Behind the Main Street stores, the river widens to offer boating,
opportunities. The potential for boating, further north in Zone 2 is constrained. From the cemetery south
to the Dam at the Main Street crossing, canoeing is a viable option.
Special events can be added to the town's yearly agenda that emphasize Zone 2's historical values
including the history of development along Main Street, the Peace Dale Mill and Wakefield Mill, and the
old Narragansett Pier Railroad.
The right kind of tourism in Zone 2 offers South Kingstown increased revenue and preserves the
character of the area. Proper management of tourism is essential and non-aggressive marketing of a
eco-heritage theme for Zone 2 may offer the right mix of opportunities.
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Finding the delicate balance between enticing tourists and maintaining character can be accomplished by
improving and developing recreational resources for the use of residents as well as visitors. Residents
have the power to regulate the types of development and restrictions necessary to keep their town
looking and feeling like a place they want to reside. For example, the need to preserve open space for
passive recreation and the preservation of environmental quality. The comprehensive plan, developed by
the Town of South Kingstown recognizes the importance of providing a wide-range of recreational
activities and open spaces for all aces and interests.
F. ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
1. Introduction
A quick examination of South Kingstown reveals a community that is growing both in population and
economic vitality. With a population under 15,000,South Kingstown ranked 16th in the state for the
volume of sales in wholesale trade, 13th in the state for the volume of service industry receipts and 13th
in the state for the volume of retail trade (see below). While these figure paint an encouraging picture,
they tell only part of the story.
Commercial growth in South Kingstown faces several constraints. First, as shown in the build-out
analysis in the Town's comprehensive plan, there is little available land properly zoned for retail business.
While new land could be developed for commercial activity, there is strong opposition against such
development. This opposition is largely due. to the nature of some of the newer commercially successful
developments and the Town's character. The Zoning Ordinance reflects the desire of the townspeople
to maintain a quiet bedroom community. Almost 70 percent of the Town's land is zoned low density
(68.10%) while less than one percent (0.72) is zoned commercial.
Residents fear the "Warwickization" of South Kingstown. But that is exactly the picture that comes to
mind when one considers areas such as the Dale Carlia Shopping Center (18,200 square feet) and the
Wakefield Mall (128,100 square feet). Unfortunately these types of developments have become
synonymous with the term "economic development." Plans for a new special management districts on
Route 1 and Kingstown Road contribute to fears that the town is becoming too commercially
developed.
But economic development does riot necessarily mean new commercial areas must be built. A very
logical approach might involve the revitalization of an existing area. This section will examine the current
economic situation of South Kingstown, and suggest an alternative plan for continued economic growth
that is not grounded in new and often unpopular development.
2. Existing Conditions and Trends
As stated above, the Town's economy is relatively healthy. New developments such as Dale Carlia
and-the Wakefield Mall have helped to strengthen the Town's economy relative to surrounding areas.
Facing economic challenges will require the creation of a new concept for development. This new
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concept will have to address the concerns of those who wish to limit new development and those who
already own businesses in South Kingstown. Other cities and towns, such as Warwick, Newport and
North Kingstown have chosen different strategies for economic development. Each of these strategies
takes advantage of each town's resources: Newport has history, ocean views and mansions; Warwick,
located along Interstate 95 has developed into a retail giant; and the village of Wickford in North
Kingstown has chosen a path that caters to upscale customers. Each of these strategies addresses the
unique character of its community.
South Kingstown Business Types:
Hotels,rooming houses, camps,other lodging
places
Personal services
Business services
Automotive repair services and parking
Miscellaneous repair services
Amusement and recreation services including
movies and museums
Health services
Legal services
Social services
Engineering, accounting research, management,
and related services (except non commercial
research organizations)

Number
5
22
22
14
10
14
52
12
3
22

As a county, Washington County has 54 establishments in the Hotels, rooming houses, camps, other
lodging places category and 73 establishments listed under the Amusement and recreation services
including movies and museums category. Establishments were broken down as follows:
South Kingstown Business Types:
Number
Building materials and garden supplies stores
General Merchandise stores
Food stores
Automotive Dealers
Gasoline service stations
Apparel and accessory stores
Furniture and home furnishing stores
Eating and drinking places
Drug and propriety stores
Miscellaneous retail stores

8
1
16
14
12
19
19
54
6
32

Tax Information
The population of South Kingstown has risen from 16,913 in 1970 to 24,612 in 1990. During this time
residential land use increased from 4,125 acres to 10,397 acres while commercial land use increased
from 271 to 359 acres. It is important to note that this last figure can be misleading. While it has been
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used to suggest the need for new commercial development, it is important to understand that successful
commercial activity can be very dense spatially ands till generate high tax revenues. Commercial growth
(based upon revenues not acreage) is important for South Kingstown because of the Town's rapid
residential growth over the 20 years. Residential growth contributes to increased public expenditures.
Education costs in South Kingstown have risen from $14.65 million to $20.86 million from FY 1987-88
to FY 1991-92. During that same time the municipal budget increased from $7.75 million to $11.52
million. Commercial growth often brings in high levels of new revenues without increasing the towns
outlays. While the preceding data suggests encouraging news for the economy of South Kingstown, the
question of what kind of economic development strategy is right South Kingstown remains. There are
different strategies for different goals. Some economic development strategies are designed to increase
statistics such as those listed above through new development and outside resources. Still others are
aimed at creating, a sense of place and a sense of community. The residential and historical nature of
the South Kingstown and the overall strength of its economy suggest strategies designed to meet the
goals of enhancing existing conditions.
Inventory of Downtown Businesses
One area that has been mentioned in the town's comprehensive plan as a revitalization project is
downtown Wakefield. This strategy is attractive because it allows for economic growth without new
development. The following inventories of Main street businesses show a wide range of diversified
stores. This can be beneficial, but this area seems to lack an underlying theme or focus. Magnet stores
would also help spur economic growth in this area. The rich history of this area provides an excellent
starting point for the creation of such a theme. In examining the following lists, it might be difficult to
imagine any underlying theme, but equally diverse ranges of services exist in modern shopping malls. A
historical approach to this area might create the needed cohesion to help people view this long list of
stores as one single shopping area destination.
Address
195 Main Street
203 Main Street
200 Main Street
205 Main Street
204 Main Street
212 Main Street

Name
Italian Village Restaurant
For Rent
County Auto Supply
Wakefield Sports Center
Rawlings Floor Covering
Wisehart & Cacchiotti, Inc. Edward D. Jones Co. RI
Seafood Council Mediera Enterprises Inc.
Resident
Yorktown Realty
Better Homes & Gardens
Wakefield Baptist Church
South County Motors
Wakefield Bakery
Sharp Shop Knives
Quick Tire &, Auto
Universal Firearms
Gulf Service Station

219 Main Street
772 Main Street
235 Main Street
236 Main Street
245 Main Street
255 Main Street
249 Main Street
257 Main Street
265 Main Street
270 Main Street
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Address
271 Main Street
271 Main Street
297 Main Street
305 Main Street
304 Main Street
311 Main Street
313 Main Street

Name
Prudential Insurance
Wakefield Paint & Wallpaper
Main Street Branch
Teeny's Glass
Northops Import Cars
Bodies Unlimited
Ichiban Karate Studio

318 Main Street
322 Main Street
323 Main Street
325 Main Street
326 Main Street
? Main Street
330 Main Street
336 Main Street
?36 Main Street
333 Main Street

343A Main Street
343B
Main Street
343C Main Street
343D Main Street

South County Glass
Bridal Flair
Phil's Restaurant
Alterations Unlimited
Saywell's
Kiddie Kloset
Francesca Dolls
Main Street Foods
Wild Child
Bakery
Markarian & Meehan Accountants
Debera L Chernick Atty.
IDS Financial services
Joseph Olivera Contractor
Joanne Friday Counselor
Keen Casual Shoes
Village Uniform Shop
Li'l Bit Countrv Gifts
Guys &, Gals Hair Styling

344 Main Street
349 Main Street
355 Main Street
? Main Street
357 Main Street
359 Main Street
472 Main Street
370 Main Street
455 Main Street
390 Main Street
396 Main Street
399 Main Street

Kenyon's Department Store
Sheldon's Furniture
Olde Friends Antiques
Main Street Dental Lab
Wakefield Stove &, Fireplace
Spectrum India
Dove and Distaff Upholstery/ Antiques
Episcopal Church
Residential?
Dentists: Dr. Joseph Disano Dr. Thomas Packer
The Watershed
Panciera Chevrolet
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Address
400-408 Main Street

Name
Rivers Edge Shopping Center-.
McGrath's Package Store
Arnold Bakerv Outlet
Sights and Sounds
Richard J Desita CPA
Main St. Fish Market
Bella Hair's Body Salon
H. Jefferson Melish Atty John F. Killoy Jr. Atty.
River's Edge Cafe &, Mark-et

One High Street
433 Main Street
422-430 Main Street
445 Main Street
446 Main Street
456 Main Street
460 Main Street
459 Main Street
471 Main Street
476 Main Street

South County Orthopedics & Physical Therapy
Point Jude Boats Inc
Damon's Plumbing and Bath
Residential?
Napa Auto Parts
Mews Tavern
For Sale
Smith Bros. Shoe Service
Hallberg Realtors
Koolco-Refrigeration & Cooling

473 Main Street
481 Main Street

Paw Prints
South County veterinary Hospital

This list, compiled during a windshield survey of the downtown area, runs ino rder by street address. A
shopping guide to the "Old Wakefield" area designed by the South Kingstown Chamber of Commerce
lists businesses in the area by the following uses.

Type
Accommodations
Accounting/Financial
Antiques
Attorneys
Audio/Visual
Automotive
Baby/Children's Items
Bakeries
Banquet Facilities
Beer and Wine/Liquor
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3
4
5
3
3
11
5
2
2
1
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Type
Bicvcles
Boats & Accessories
Bridal Shop
Building Supplies/Contractors
Carpeting
Cleaning/Laundromats
Clothing
Cocktail Lounges
Convenience Stores
Counselor
Decorative Accessories
Department Stores
Dressmaker
Employ,ent Services
Eyeglasses
Fax
Fisheries development
Florists
Fraternal Organizations
Furniture
Galleries
Gifts
Hairdressers
Hardware
Healthcare Provider
Information
Insurance
Locksmith
Manufacturing- Engineering
Medical/Dental
Movie Theatre
Music Store/Studio
Oil service
Paint/Wallpaper
Pet Care
Plurnbing/Heating/Air Conditioning
Post Office
Potter
Publisher
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Number
1
1
1
5
4
2
7
4
2
1
3
1
1
1
2
2
1
2
2
5
2
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
4
5
1
1
1
4
2
4
2
1
1
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Radio Station
Real Estate
Restaurants
Sharpening Service
Type
Shipping Services
Shoes
Sporting Goods
Stained Glass
Storage
Tailors
Textile Designer
Toys/Games/Hobbies
Upholsterer
Water Treatment
Windows & Doors

1
3
6
1
Number
2
3
3
1
1
2
1
4
1
2
3

It is not simply the diversity of this area that makes downtown revitalization a reasonable strategy. The
large size suggests that concentrating on this area makes good economic sense. Consider the businesses
listed in the preceding charts and compare them to some of South Kingstown's other existing
commercial centers.
Name

Tenants

Dale Carlia Shopping Mall
Heritage Mall
Maine's Shopping Center
Old Colonv Shopping Center
Quo Vadis Shopping Center
Wakefield Mall
Wakefield Plaza
Belmont Shopping Center
Cherry Branch
Kingstown Emporium

5
9
12
6
19
14
2
10
8
22(approx.)

The Main Street area has the size, the diversity, and the density to become a major commercial
destination. Rather than building additional small- to medium-size commercial developments that might
generate significant public opposition and take business away from existing, stores, it makes sense to
revitalize this area.
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3. Opportunities and Constraints
General Principles of Downtown Economic Development
Authors reporting on the nature of retail markets suggest that downtowns have a specific clientele that
can be broken down into four distinct groups. These groups are daytime workers, local residents,
shoppers with access from public transportation, and tourists and conventioneers. A bikepath planned
by the RI Department of Transportation should be viewed as public transportation with regard to the
retail development of downtown Wakefield. Important linkages with schools, neighborhoods, and other
local institutions might prove very beneficial if properly planned. Further, the student population of the
University of Rhode Island should be considered in any economic development plan. This group is often
overlooked, but it represents about 12,000 people. The owner of one Main Street restaurant said URI
professors often frequent his establishment. Students, many of whom commute from Narragansett and
South Kingstown, could add to this mix.
The Town will be an important player in any plan for Wakefield. Aside from the issue of regulatory
relief, a simple system which bypasses delays to store improvements would be beneficial. During a
workshop held in October, one business owner suggested that large groups of retail businesses could be
granted regulatory and licensing relief instead of individual store owners individually seeking such
improvements. Further, security and infrastructure concerns should be met by the town.
The question of retail concentration for Wakefield seems similar to urban settings, if only on a smaller
scale. In these situations, it is not simply the number of stores in a particular area, but their physical
relation to anchor stores. It is suggested that such stores be located at the ends of the downtown area
and at key junctures along the pedestrian path. Planning would then focus upon maximizing retail store
concentration close to these anchor stores. This maximization could be accomplished through utilizing
Main Street's two- and three-story buildings, but those buildings are probably better suited for mixed
use (see below). In developed areas such as Wakefield this may mean that some anchor tenants should
be rearranged to achieve maximum benefits and concentration levels.
The historical nature of Peace Dale and Wakefield can be of great significance in creating a theme for
the downtown shopping area. The history of the mills, the railroad and the local businesses can be tied
together to create a historical shopping district. The mills themselves could be used alone, with historic
businesses, some of which are owned by the original families. New stores, such as the Gap and Banana
Republic, that appeal to students could be added to attract yet another segment of the shopping public.
Writing in Shopping Centers, USA, Frank H. Spink Jr. wrote about larger city downtown areas. He
suggested a four-tiered approach to downtown development:
Adaptive Use: Using existing buildings and resources in new ways focusing on attractive design. He
suggested taking advantage of historical character in turning factories (or in our case mills and historic
buildings) into retail outlets.
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Mixed Use: Using buildings and developments for both retail and office space, residential and motels,
and bringing in recreation and entertainment. Make downtown a shopping district and a place for
entertainment, eating, business, civic and educational use. The bike path could be an especially good
linkage for this kind of strategy.
Joint Development: This refers to joint public and private ventures, specifically in transportation and
infrastructure. The State has planned a bikepath and federal Intermodal Surface Transportation
Efficiency Act (ISTEA) money could be used in conjunction with an overall strategy.
Public/Private Development: This focuses primarily on public investment in areas not covered in the
previous section. Public events such as fairs could bring attention to the bikepaths.
A good mix of residential, business and shopping is important in creating a place where people go out of
a desire to be there. James B. Klutznick, the vice president of Urban Investment and Development
Company suggests a mix of general merchandise, food, and entertainment in a centrally located area.
With a movie theater and nearby bowling alley, Wakefield has a good base on which to build. More
research should be conducted to target local residents, those who commute to South Kingstown, and
URI students, faculty, and staff. Any retail marketing plan should include studies about the lifestyle
trends and buying patterns of these groups.
Greenway, Oriented Development
Literature on downtowns suggest cities and towns should not copy each other because it creates a
generic or ill-fitting feeling,. Ambiance and community character may be unique qualities of a particular
town and can be enhanced in ways that address the specific qualities of that area. Greenway oriented
economic development can enhance downtown Wakefield, making it a unique alternative to other
shopping areas. Peace Dale, with the Hazard mill complex, mill sites, historic homes and roads, is
already listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Wakefield also developed along the banks of
the Saugatucket, also contains many areas of historical intrigue.
A greenway along the Saugatucket River can be used to link the Town's historic buildings and mills, rail
line, proposed bike path, recreational facilities, schools, retail developments, library, University, and
residential neighborhoods. Town ownership of areas such as the parking, lot behind Main Street are
important assets that should not be overlooked. The Comprehensive Plan points to this location as a
possible site for a greenway focus and for economic development opportunities. Revitalization plans are
expensive and any resources already in the-Town's possession are of great value. If local businesses
work with the Town to make the best possible use of the physical and historical resources, a
comprehensive greenway strategy can be developed.
An example of such a strategy might take the form of the following approach. The Coalition could
organize local support to register businesses with the Town for their historical importance. Such
businesses could be listed in a brochure along with a description of their place in the Town's history.
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Businesses might also be decorated with special plaques or signs, indicating their historical significance.
The Town could then hold a Historic South Kingstown Festival during the summer. This could be
located on a section of the Town parking lot. The bike path would serve to connect the festival with the
surrounding community, and shop owners could join in the festivities by wearing historic clothing and
displaying historical photographs of their stores, the mills, and downtown Wakefield.
The Town's ownership of a central property in the target area, combined with the proposed bike path
should reduce the necessary expenditures for this project. The cooperation of the public, business
owners, and private property owners is essential to the success of any economic growth strategy.
G. Physical Features and Visual Conditions
1. Introduction
The issues of physical features and visual conditions have been developed around relationships between
the landmarks, buildings, and community and the features of the river. This analysis focuses on the
connections that residents can make between landmarks, nodes, the river, and the community. There
are numerous places where connections can be made that have great aesthetic appeal, while serving to
beautify the village and attract people.
Visual conditions are those elements of the man-made environment that give character to an area. They
are the aesthetic devices of color, pattern, texture and rhythm that are used to spark visual interest and
delineate architectural heritage. They can serve to enhance or detract from a community's image and
support or undermine its economic vitality.
The purpose of this section is to discuss the results of fieldwork conducted in the areas of Peace Dale
and Wakefield with regard to physical features and visual conditions. What comes from this analysis is
an understanding of how physical and visual elements fit into the community and how the relate to the
river (see Figure II-2)
2. Existing. Conditions
Using Kevin Lynch's Elements of Urban Form, the buildings and places identified in this analysis can be
viewed as "landmarks." These landmarks contribute to a person's psychological orientation within the
study area (Trancik 1986, 121).The importance of landmarks lies in their value as identifiable
community facilities. To residents, these elements are the references that give them a sense of community
character. For purposes of this study, attention has been paid to how these physical features relate to
the river and how they impact upon visual conditions throughout the river corridor.
With its old buildings and mills, Peace Dale is an area full of charm. The intersection of Kingston Road
and Columbia Street is punctuated with stately old stone buildings, which now house the Peace Dale
library, a small museum, a branch of the U.S. Post Office, and several commercial ventures. Signage is
largely unobtrusive and the rich architectural heritage is intact, making the visual experience enjoyable.
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Such is not the case, however, in Fisks Flats, a place in Peace Dale. Architectural "improvements" have
so denigrated the architectural heritage of this area as to render it an eyesore. Specifically, the John
Fagan building, constructed in 1899, at 1205-07 Kingstown Road suffers from first floor
modernizations inconsistent with the building's origin and such a vast quantity of signage that only from
across the street can one appreciate its underlying, yet long neglected beauty. The buildings at 1209-11
and 1213 Kingstown Road, presently occupied by Tase Rite Food Products, have been so significantly
modified (by an architectural style that is both outdated and of poor quality) as to leave in question what
had originally been there. Some buildings, such as the Child-Parent Learning Center at 1183
Kingstown Road, require little work to restore them to their original exterior elegance. For example, the
removal of a poorly conceived portico. But others, such as the Bess Eaton donut shop at 1233
Kingstown Road, simply reflect bad conversions of once residential structures to commercial uses.
Despite the fact that the Saugatucket River virtually surrounds the Peace Dale mill complex, it is not
visible to most passersby. The river is channeled through and around the mill, which dominates the
waterway.
In the vicinity of the River Bend Athletic Club south of the mill, the Indian Run Brook feeds into the
Sauqatucket River from the northeast. The Indian Run Brook starts at Indian Run Reservoir and serves
to define the edge of Old Mountain Field. It meanders southwest towards the Saugatucket, passing
behind a few private residences, and finally through the village green. The brook is merely 10 feet across
at its widest point, overgrown in some spots and not visually accessible. One can only see the brook at
a few points -- along Kingston Road and at the crossings of Spring and Church Streets.
At the point where the Indian Run Brook meets the Saugatucket, the river is still quite narrow, only
approximately 12 feet across. It is from the River Bend parking lot that the best views of this section of
river can be obtained. Also, there is a Crass area under some willow trees, which could serve as a nice
picnic area.
Church Street crosses the Saugatucket just south of the River Bend Athletic Club. Two bridges are
provided -- one for pedestrian and one for vehicular traffic. Both offer good north and south views of
the river. At this point, the river widens to about 20 feet across, but this area is overgrown and visual
access is limited.
Unique to this river are the number of public schools from which the river can be viewed -- Wakefield
Elementary located on High Street, South Kingstown High School located on Columbia Street and
Hazard Elementary School located on Columbia Street. These are important because they are major
physical landmarks and nodes of activity along the river. Further, they are a great resource from which
public awareness of the river can be developed.
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In the river corridor, though somewhat removed from the river itself, are the Town's fire departments.
These are also landmarks and nodes of activity. Most people know where the fire stations are and some
residents equate their village names with them. The fire departments identified are: South Kingstown Fire
Department, located on School Street, and the Peace Dale Fire Department, located at the intersection
of Church and High streets.
The most advantageous place from which to view the section of the river that runs parallel to Columbia
Street is from within the cemetery, west of the river. Views of the river from Columbia Street (the
eastern side of the river) are largely obscured by private residences. Just north of Main Street, adjacent
to the Saab dealership, is a spectacular view of the river that is blocked by an overgrowth of trees.
The churches of the two villages help define the villages and are a part of the community. Churches, too,
are landmarks and nodes of activity. There are four churches in the study area: St Francis Assissi
Catholic Church, located on High Street, Ascension Episcopal, located at the intersection of Main and
Kenyon streets, he First Baptist Church, located on Main Street, and the Peace Dale Congregational
Churh, located on Church Street.
The condition of building facades, alone, Main Street in Wakefield remains problematic. Especially
detrimental to a positive visual experience are the exteriors of Damon's Hardware Store and South
County Motors (the Saab dealership). Both facades have been suffered from architectural
modernizations. The stores have turned their focus inward unto themselves, not to the village or
passersby. Both are so situated that their presence cannot be ignored by anyone traveling either south
on Main Street or southeast on High Street. Further, a more standardized approach to shop fronts
within Wakefield Center would serve to present a more unified and pleasing image to the public.
A strange collection of commercial uses contributes to an urban pattern that is abundant in gaps. The
street walls formed by stretches of buildings terminate abruptly at automobile service stores or are
interrupted by car dealerships and lumberyards. Once the buildings have been accepted in conformance
with zoning and the historical roots of some businesses are recognized, attention must focus on cohesive
design elements that will ameliorate any gaps caused by these uses.
The Saugatucket River is an asset for the businesses along the west side of Main Street in Wakefield
Center. To date, the river has largely been ignored and the view of these businesses from the river and
its banks is not inviting. Significant attention will have to be paid to all of the rear exteriors facing the
river if river-oriented development is to be pursued in earnest.
Plans have been made by RIDOT to use the old railroad bed in the study area as a bike path, with the
old trestle bridge serving as crossing point. Currently, the old bridge is hidden from view by buildings
and overgrowth.
Further south, the footbridge crosses the Saugatucket River at one of its most wide points. It provides
good visual access to the river and offers linkages between Main Street and all that lies west of the river.
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The river is largely obscured by bridge abutments and overgrowth where Main Street passes over the
Saugatucket. Few who pass by this area know of the dam and fish ladder just feet away or of the river
flowing beneath the street.
3. Trends
As South Kingstown has grown and changed, so, too, have Peace Dale, Wakefield and their numerous
components. Land and building uses have changed -- residential structures now house commercial
endeavors and first floor storefronts are now homes to gyms and karate studios. The growth and
transformations have-occurred independently of regulatory controls over aesthetic matters.
There does not at this time appear to be consensus among the residents of Peace Dale and Wakefield
with regard to the appearance of the buildings, either taken individually or as a block. This became
apparent at the SRHCC Workshop. Concerns about gentrification and “becoming another Wickford"
were shared. But perhaps the strongest sentiment was the individual property owners should be given
discretion over what his or her property looks like, including its orientation and use.
In terms of visual access to the river, the most pressing issue is the over growth of vegetation. If this is
not addressed, the river will become even more obscured from view. Most good views of the river are
the product of natural features and controlled vegetation. In order to maintain these vistas and reclaim
others, a concerted effort must be made toward controlling vegetation. Otherwise, the downward spiral
of diminished visual access to the river will continue.
RIDOT is planning to upgrade Main Street, including the replacement of the concrete bridge abutment
presently blocking views of the river with an open, split-rail system. This, along with crowing public
awareness of the river, may increase visual accessibility to the river and form the basis for improved
visual conditions in and around Peace Dale and Wakefield.
4. Opportunities and Constraints
Zone 2 has numerous assets. Some assets exist because of the Saugatucket River, others exist because
of the history of the area. The rich architectural heritage encompasses more than just the many buildings
listed on the National Register of Historic places. This history could well serve as the base upon which
to build a program of economic redevelopment.
The area is constrained, however, by the fact that this historical character has been long neglected - at
times, even denied. Much of the zone's historic architecture has fallen victim to ill-conceived
modernizations or inappropriate conversions to other uses. Poorly coordinated signage contributes to
the perception of downtown blight.
But these problems can be reversed. Strategies regarding the improvement or enhancement of the visual
conditions of an individual property could be based on incentives. This would allow property owners to
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maintain their property as they saw fit. With clear intent and adequate funding, the area could capitalize
on more of its historic charm and improve the handshake it extends to 'everyone within its boundaries.
Additional opportunities exist in the study area because of the unique character of the Saugatucket
River. The Peace Dale mill spillway and watercourse are attractive sights. Like Main Street, greater
visual access could be achieved with the use of split railings and better-maintained vegetation. Because
this area is heavily, traveled by automobile, these changes would be noticed by many people and could
spark greater interest in the area.
The view of the river from behind the Main Street stores is one of the best. This area holds great
potential for river-oriented activities and businesses. With good parking and opportunities to cross - and
access the river, the area can accommodate automobiles, bicycles, and pedestrians. Potential to
promote river-oriented activities will be limited, however, by the future decisions of residents,business
owners and the Town.
The falls beside Main Street present an opportunity of which advantage should be taken. With the
renovation of the Main Street bridge, removing the overgrowth could greatly boost the river's visibility.
If promoted with sensitivity, Indian Run Reservoir is a great resource that could add to the natural
beauty of the area. The reservoir provides an attractive setting for non-polluting recreational activities.
Awareness of the Indian Run Brook could better connect the Commons and Old Mountain Field. which
are both excellent landmarks within the Saugatucket River Corridor.
H. CIRCULATION, PARKING & PHYSICAL ACCESS
1. Introduction
The purpose of this section is to analyze existing circulation and parking activities in the Zone 2 focus
area with an emphasis on improving link-ages between existing recreational and public facilities, cultural
opportunities, commercial zones and the river. This section will also identify physical access points to the
river which are appropriate for recreational opportunities such as canoeing, kyaking, and fishing.
Given the compact nature of the focus area and the "human" scale and feel which the majority of Zone 2
enjoys, a conscious decision was made early on in the study to focus on pedestrian-level circulation
activities such as walking, biking and canoeing (with the exception of a brief overview of the public
transportation services). In completing this inventory, interviews were conducted with state and local
planning agencies, a public forum in the form of a workshop was held, and the Town's Comprehensive
Plan, state bike path planning, studies, greenway planning studies and caseworks were researched.
Additionally, extensive fieldwork sessions were conducted to identify existing conditions in the study
area.
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2. Existing. Conditions
One of the key features of the study area, touched on briefly in the introduction and highlighted in other
sections of the report, is the relative density or compactness of the zone. Zone '-' is blessed with a rich
diversity of recreational, commercial, cultural, educational, historic and natural amenities, and land uses.
The majority of features are -easily accessible and well- suited to pedestrian scale circulation patterns.
An extensive network of sidewalks already exist within the study area. The majority of the key local,
collectors and minor arterial roads, such as High Street, Columbia Street, Robinson Street, River Street,
Main Street and Route 108 (through North Street) have sidewalks on both sides. On the local and
collector streets, these sidewalks vary in width from 4-6 feet and average 6-8 on the minor arterials. A
visual inspection would suggest that the majority of sidewalks are generally in good condition and
relatively safe. Access is available to most public amenities via local residential streets. One notable
exception would be the Main Street sidewalks, west of River Street, which are so narrow that they are
not conducive to window shopping. The major drawback to the existing circulation patterns is that
bikes must share their rights-of-way with either cars or pedestrians creating a potentially dangerous
condition for both parties.
Zone 2 also has two networks of recreational paths which are still in their natural states. The first path is
the old Narragansett Railroad right-of-way, which enters the study area at Rodman Street, and runs
parallel to High Street until it crosses Main Street just north of Robinson Street. This path shows signs
of daily use and represents a valuable asset to the community because it offers pedestrian and bike
linkages which are separate and distinct from motorized vehicular traffic.
The second network of paths start behind Old Mountain Field and runs around the Indian Run
Reservoir and tributary. This network includes primarily undeveloped hiking and mountain bike trails,
with its primary purpose most likely being outdoor recreation. The trails are confusing to a first-time user
because they are poorly marked and no trail map is available.
Just east of Old Mountain Field is a 125-foot wide Narragansett Electric easement with a fairly wellestablished dirt maintenance road that parallels portions of Indian Run creek. This easement (which is
technically outside the bounds of the study area) could be accessed through the south end of the
YMCA lot or the northeast corner of the Old Mountain Field. While further review is necessary, the
pole line combined with limited access through three privately held parcels (the YMCA, St. Dominic
Savio Retreat Center and the URI lots) offers the best potential for circular linkages to the northern
portion of the proposed greenway.
In terms of public transportation, the study area is well served by the Rhode Island Public Transit
Authority (RIPTA). RIPTA provides fixed-route bus service from 7:00 a.m. to 8:00 p.m. along the
following two routes:
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a. Wakefield/Galilee Service - This route connects the Kingston Railroad Station, the University of
Rhode Island (URI), Peace Dale, Wakefield, and the State Pier in Galilee. On weekdays, there are
eight southbound and nine northbound trips scheduled, with five trips in each direction on Saturdays. No
service is offered on Sundays or holidays.
b. Jamestown Newport/URI - This bus operates along a route connecting the Kingston Railroad
Station, URI, Peace Dale, Wakefield, the Washington County Government Center, Narrragansett Pier,
Jamestown, and Newport. The weekday schedule calls for 11 eastbound and 10 westbound trips to be
operated. A reduced schedule of eight trips in each direction is provided on Saturday, with no service
on Sundays or holidays (Fay, Spofford& Thorndike, Inc., 1991).
No overview of Zone 2 circulation patterns would be complete without a look at the area's greatest
natural asset -- the river. From the standpoint of recreational enjoyment, the natural configuration (or
flow) of the river offers a number of distinct opportunities and constraints which must be addressed in
order to develop a realistic understanding of its potential. These observations are based on canoe trips
through the river by members of the studio, field observations and discussions with the Coalition.
The Saugatucket's most northern navigable point is where the river intersects with Saugatucket Road
about 200 yards east of Rose Hill Road. From that point, moving south on a linear course, it takes
approximately 20 to 30 minutes to traverse Saugatucket Pond and reach the dam at the southern end of
the pond. At this point, a canoer interested in going further must port his or her canoe across private
property and Route 108 to re-enter the river at the public building west of the Neighborhood Guild.
From that point, it takes approximately 45 minutes paddle to the fish ladder by Main Street, where once
again the canoer must port their canoe, from the public municipal parking across Main Street to the rear
of the liquor store parking lot. At this point -- assuming the tide is right -- the canoer can enjoy a 15minute ride down to the marina at Salt Pond. The river between the back of the liquor store parking lot
and Salt Pond is an estuarine environment subject to tidal influences and portions of the river are not
negotiable at low tide.
Conversations with Coalition members and local residents suggest that many of the barriers, such. as
boulders, along this portion of the river are the results of a recent sewer project. The study was unable
to confirm or deny this report, though preliminary conversations with RIDEM officials suggest it is
extremely difficult to obtain a permit to remove such obstacles.
The total time for this trip would be approximately 1 1/2 hours, not including time for two extremely long
and difficult portages across busy streets. The point of this analysis is not to belittle the value of the river
as a resource, but to demonstrate that the river is subject to two fairly serious circulation constraints
which need to be understood and addressed. The first constraint is the small length of the river
compared to other major boating attractions such as the Hunt River. The second constraint is the
feasibility and relative difficulty of the two portages referenced above. With these two factors in mind,
there are serious questions as to whether the Saugatucket will be able to draw "hardcore" recreational
boating enthusiasts from around the state. This suggests that the river is more ideally suited to serve as a
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source for smaller scale, localized recreational enjoyment. This conclusion seems to be consistent with
the general public sentiment expressed at the SRHCC workshop regarding the scope of any project
involving the Saugatucket River corridor.
An inventory of the public and private parking lots in Zone 2 was conducted over the course of about
10 site visits at varying peak and off-peak hours and days. Based on these limited number of
observations, the following conclusion can be offered.
First, excess capacity exists at the parking facilities in the Dale Carlia
[Original page 79 is missing]
gradient from the road to the water. This point, however, is constrained by low water conditions during
the dry season.
d. At the south end of the Saugatucket Pond is a very scenic waterfall and sluiceway which eventually
terminates at the fish ladder adjacent to the Peace Dale Mill complex on Route 108. The property is
privately owned and physical/visual access is currently prohibited by a barbed wire fence. The Coalition
(possibly through the Land Trust) should pursue purchasing the lot or an easement and incorporating it
into the adjacent Village Green park system. This would greatly enhance physical and visual access to
one of the most scenic portions of the river.
e. West of the Neighborhood Guild on Columbia Street is the Town garage, which abuts the river.
Public parking is available at the Guild and access is relatively clean with only minimal brush
interference. Either the Guild or River Bend Athletic Club could potentially sponsor canoeing, clinics and
rentals. A small dock should be constructed to facilitate access and reduce environmental degradation
to the shore.
f. In the Main Street area, access could be achieved at the municipal parking lot for those parties who
wanted to head north on the river. Parking is plentiful, but some sort of dock would be needed in order
to transition from the lot to the river.
g. The second Main Street location could be at the rear of McGrath's Package Store parking lot. This
could provide a natural linkage to Salt Ponds and the marina area. As was previously discussed, this link
to the Marina is heavily constrained by tidal forces. Physical improvements would also have to be
provided to ensure a safe transition from the parking lot. This assumes the owner would agree to a
public easement.
h. The final access point could be the Town dock, which is located in Marina Park just below the
northbound lanes of Route 1. This location offers safe access and plenty of parking.
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3. Opportunities and Constraints
It is important to note at this point in the analysis that some of the opportunities and constraints have
been addressed within the framework of the "existing conditions" section for sake of clarity. This section
will primarily discuss two upcoming RIDOT projects and its' relative impacts on the study area.
The first project is the South County Bike Path (see Figure II-4), currently under design, which runs
from the Kingston train station to the Narragansett Town Beach Pavilion. The route is composed of two
distinct segments roughly equivalent to the South Kingstown and Narragansett political boundaries. A
feasibility study has been performed and various route options have been identified and ranked.
According to the report, the preferred route is roughly analogous with the old Narragansett Railroad
right- of-way.
The bike route offers the following advantages and disadvantages to Zone 2:
a. The route does a nice job of linking residential communities in the northwest corner of the
town, such as Tefft Hill, to Zone 2, thus offering the potential for bicycle- and pedestrianoriented shopping trips to Main Street.
b. The route offers potential linkages to many of the Town's public facilities and schools on a
safe route which is separated from vehicular traffic.
c. Many of these linkages, particularly to the school and parks, could be easily enhanced with a
Town- or Coalition-supported local network.
d. A key portion of the proposed path parallel High Street offers excellent visual and physical
access to the river.
e. The majority of the proposed route is publicly held or owned by private parties, whom
RIDOT planners call "project supporters." There are, however,key portions of the right-of-way,
particularly in the Main Street area, which RIDOT where delays could be expected because of
legal problems.
f. From an economic development and circulation standpoint, the proposed link to the Main Street
across the existing railroad right-of-way does not make sense and should be reconsidered. A more
convenient link would be across the existing pedestrian bridge and ramp into the municipal parking lot
where there is sufficient public land to furnish bike racks and public rest rooms. This would encourage
bikers to dismount and circulate through Main Street shops and restaurants before they bike to
Narragansett.
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The second major public project in Zone 2 is the Main Street Rehabilitation Project, which is 100
percent designed and funded. Construction is expected to start during the Spring 1995 building season
and continue for approximately two years. The overall scope of the project is from Dockray Street on
the west end of Main Street to Cherry Lane on the east end of Main Street. To mitigate the impacts and
disruptions to Main Street businesses, the project has been broken down into three smaller segments
that are phased to start and finish consecutively. Some of the key features of the project include the
following:
a. The road base and surface will be reconstructed over the entire length of the project.
b. The sidewalk over the entire section of the project will be reconfigured to incorporate
increased widths and ramps for the disabled.
c. Numerous landscape improvements will be incorporated into the design, including new
benches, extensive tree and shrub plantings, and new trash recepticles. This includes a redesign
of the Thackeray Memorial Square and the traffic islands at the intersections of High and Main
streets and Post Road and Main Street.
d. Electrical improvements will include new antique style light posts, telepohone mounted lights,
and pedestrian traffic control signalization at key intersections.
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e. The existing concrete parapet walls at the Main Street Bridge will be removed and replaced
with a four rail, Baldwin ornamental handrail which will improve visual access to the river and
the fish ladder.
f. Finally, the municipal parking lot will receive much needed improvements, including
landscaped traffic islands, flower and shrub plantings at the entrance, new signage and
restriping.

I. FUNDING SOURCES
1. Introduction
Funding should be regarded as a crucial element in the successful implementation of any vision plan,
particularly that which confronts the variety of issues as envisioned by members of this studio project as
well as Coalition members. As noted by one expert: 'There is no magic in fund raising ... the skills are
primarily those of effective planning, organization, management, and marketing, bolstered by good
common sense," (Broce 1979),. Funding can provide an initial impetus in accruing components vital to a
project's success--namely, participation, ideas and project reputation. Sources of funds can be as
varied as the projects or objectives conceived, and by no means, should "funding" be exclusively
monetary. Donations and incentives can be packaged in a variety of sizes and shapes, and should be,
particularly given the magnitude and scope of issues and goals addressed within this
project.
Charles Little, author of Greenways for America marks that "Greenway-making is as much a matter of
scrounging as it is of making genteel applications to government and foundation funding sources". While
this analysis proposes no specific endorsement to a particular funding source, the aim is to provide as
comprehensive a list as possible to address the varied needs and goals as determined by Coalition
members as well as residents of South Kingstown. This analysis suggests that funding opportunities be
obtained through federal, state, and local services, as well as "scrounging."
2.

Existing Conditions

To date, the SRHCC has received a $10,000 grant from the Scenic Rhode Island Foundation. The
grant has been used primarily as seed money to help the Coalition initiate a greenway strategy. It has
also helped finance the efforts of the Advanced Planning Studio in preparing this document.
The Scenic Rhode Island Foundation is an independent, non-profit organization which supports and
encourages "preservation, environmental and advocacy groups whose activities enhance the visual
environment". The Foundation provides grants and technical assistance to organizations who seek to
improve community appearance through "preservation of scenic, historic and cultural character".
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The Coalition has sought the support and technical advice from a variety of services and individuals.
Coalition members include representatives from a variety of major local public-service organizations
including the South Kingstown Chamber of Commerce, South Kingstown Land Trust, South Kingstown
Neighborhood Congress, Downtown Wakefield Merchants Association, Town of South Kingstown,
Peace Dale Neighborhood and Pond Association, South County Tourism Council, the Conservation
Fund, and the University of Rhode Island. Assistance has also been sought and provided by the
National Park Service.
An award of $500,000 has been granted to the Town of South Kingstown from the Rhode Island
Department of Transportation (RIDOT) through the Intermodal Surface Transportation Efficiency Act
(ISTEA) to upgrade infrastructure in downtown Wakefield and construct a bikeway and create linkages
for intermodal transportation use. These projects, which are slated for construction in 1997, could
significantly enhance the recreational linkages along the Saugatucket River, as well as improve the
overall appearance of Wakefield’s Main Street.
The Town of South Kingstown has articulated a desire in its Comprehensive Plan to improve the
Wakefield central business district “through a multifaceted program including rehabilitation programs,
public and private initiatives, the use of federal tax incentives and flexible zoning”. The town has also
proposed establishing an Affordable Housing Fund to provide low income home owner assistance. The
fund would be supported through a combination of sources, including: state grants (Rhode Island
Housing’s Land Bank and Construction Loan programs administered by the Rhode Island Housing
Mortgage Finance Corporation (RIHMFC); repayment of revolving loans; contributions from public
and private sources; and real estate transfer taxes.
Federal and state tax credits are available to land owners of property listed or eligible for listing in the
National Register for Historic Places or Rhode Island State Register. Owners of commercial or
industrial properties can receive a 20 percent federal tax credit of the cost of qualified rehabilitation
projects. Residential owners can receive a 10 percent tax credit from the State of Rhode Island for
rehabilitation or maintenance on eligible properties.
South Kingstown has received a number of grants from the Rhode Island Historical Preservation
Commission (RIHPC), including funding the National Register nomination of the Peace Dale Village
Historic District (1985), the South Kingstown Historic District Zoning Brochure (1989), and the
National Register nominations of Kenyon’s Department Store and South County Center for the Arts. It
is noted in the Comprehensive Plan that the “Town shall encourage residents to qualify for state and
federal investment tax credits by restoring historic buildings on the National Register of Historic Places”.
3. Opportunities and constraints
There are a number of funding sources or services in Rhode Island available which speak specifically to
recreational, cultural opportunities, or preservation of open space. This list includes:
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Audubon Society of Rhode Island
12 Saunderson Road
Smithfield, RI 02917
(401) 231-6444
Heritage Trust of Rhode Island
Lippitt House
199 Hope Street
Providence, RI 02906
Open Space and Recreation
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management
83 Park Street
Providence, RI 02903-1037
(401) 277-2776
The Nature Conservancy
45 S. Angell St.
Providence, RI 02906
(401) 331-7110
Providence Preservation Society
21 Meeting Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 831-7440
Rhode Island Historical Preservation Commission
150 Benefit Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 277-2678
Rhode Island Landscape Inventory
Environmental Management
83 Park Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 277-2776
The Rhode Island Foundation
70 Elm Street
Providence, RI 02903
(401) 2744564
Save the Bay, Inc.
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434 Smith Street
Providence, RI 02908
(401) 272-3540

Scenic Rhode Island Foundation
25 Bellows St.
Warwick, RI 02888
(401) 941-3009
The Support Center of Rhode Island (18 Imperial Place, Providence, 02903. (401) 861-1920)
publishes an extensive inventory of available grants in this state. The Coalition is currently considering
two organizations from this list which support environmental-oriented plans: The Champlin Foundation
(410 S. Main St. Providence, R.I. 02903 (401) 421-3719); and the Kimball Foundation.
While such organizations have been generous in their giving of grants, awards are competitive and have
typically gone to established organizations such as The Nature Conservancy. It should be noted that
greenway-oriented projects are gaining in popularity, particularly as evidenced by the Oct. 22
Greenways Congress meeting. This could have both positive and negative effects on grant-seeking
organizations like the SRHCC. While such publicity stands to heighten awareness and appreciation
regarding greenways and the funding of greenways, it can also generate increased competition for a
limited amount of funds. Acquisition of grants, such as those offered by The Champlin and Kimball
foundations, will likely become increasingly difficult as more towns and groups jump on the greenway
bandwagon.
One author notes that to remain competitive, non-profit organizations must have “knowledge and
insight” regarding the grants and the foundations that award grants, (Bauer 1988). Because large
donations “rarely come from strangers,” (Broce 1979), it is imperative that organizations establish
themselves and their programs. Olenick (1991) notes that: “Funders and donors don’t ‘give money’
they invest in programs they want to see happening.” Consequently, a successful nonprofit will “make
fundraising a permanent and ongoing activity,” setting numerous goals and objectives.
"Scroungers," as characterized by Charles Little, "make the best greenway leaders," and "are born, not
made". Little contends that successful greenway projects must depend on a variety of monetary
sources, including the typical: grants, in-kind services, donated material, and land gifts. But beyond
standard fare, Little suggests a combination of T-shirt sales "and their ilk, including maps, books, buy-afoot-of-greenway campaigns and other means of producing citizen support". In Greenways:A Guide to
Planning-Design and Development, published by the Conservation Fund, (Fink '92) a number of case
studies show the expansive array of available funding including bond packages; dances selling pieces of
land; and other private-sector sources. The Coalition could obtain funds through membership drives.
Members could pay an annual fee and receive monthly updates in newsletter form. This form of
membership could help offset the cost of publishing a newsletter. As Fink suggests, pieces of public
greenway land could be sold to private parties who support the greenway concept. Community
members can also get involved by sponsoring particular portions of public land--land which they would
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be responsible for keeping clean (like the Adopt a Highway program). The Coalition could sponsor
dances,races, or other similar events to obtain funds and bolster awareness. T-shirts typically given to
race participants can provide an excellent source of advertising. Advertising and fundraising efforts can
often coincide. T he Coalition could charge for brochures, booklets, posters, t-shirts, bumper stickers
or calendars which in turn feature the river corridor.
The following organizations are outlined as sources in Greenways forAmerica:
Foundation Center
1001 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington D.C. 20036(202) 331-1400
The Conservation Fund
1800 North Kent Street, Ste. 1120
Arlington, VA 22209(703) 523-6300
The Council on Foundations
888 7th Ave
New York, NY 10019
Land Trust Alliance
900 17th St., N.W., Ste. 410
Washington D.C. 20006(202)-785-1410

There are a number of other avenues worthy of exploration:
a. Conservation Easements: Certain rights specified in easement document, owner and future
owners cannot exercise those rights given up.
b. Land Banking: Land purchased by local government and held in reserve until purchase can be
made by land trust or preservation entity.
c. Land Exchange: Local government trades, public properties for private lands of equal value.
d. Tax Incentives: Abatement: partially reduced or totally eliminated. Exemption: property
eliminated from tax rolls by special action of local government. Exclusion: property is placed in a
classification outside of the definition of taxable property income Assessment: taxes are based
on the income of the redevelopment project and not on the value of the property itself.
In-kind services can also provide support to greenway-oriented projects. Such services have been, and
should continue to be, relevant sources of support regarding the SRHCC, particularly given the amount
and quality of resources available in the South Kingstown region. Olenick (1991) lists the following
services as potential contributory sources:
a. Free or sharply discounted or donated merchandise.
b. Loaned professionals or executives.
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c. Free use of facilities, space, computers, copying or printing.
d. Use of mailing facilities and postage meters.
e. Services of advertising agencies, media selection, or production of public service
announcements (PSAS) for radio or television.
f. Professional firms may provide pro bono legal, accounting, or consulting services free or at
reduced rates.
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Addendum 1. Historical Overview
I. HISTORICAL OVERVIEW

“It is a lovely countryside, with gentle hills, washed by the Atlantic on the east and
south, with Newport to be reached by the ferry and the Block Island by a sloop. The
Point Judith ponds stretch up into it, with the Saugatucket flowing down through lush
meadows to make a runway for smelt and herring—’buckies’-in the spring. It was an
isolated and self-supporting community, with families dosely related by marriage and
friendship, ready to help each other in times of stress, whether watching with the sick or
in the merrymaking of husking the corn.”

-Caroline Hazard
“Nailer Tom’s Diary”

It was Caroline Hazard, daughter of Rowland Hazard ifi, who took time in 1930 to remark upon the
beauty surrounding the Saugatucket River Corridor. Up until then, it seemed folks were either too busy
or simply took the river for granted, for historical comment concerning the river is sparse.
It was not for lack of regard. Even before the days of industrialization, the river was the lifeblood of
those who lived near it. The resources found in and around the Town of South Kingstown were first
exploited by the Narragansett Indian Tribe, who no doubt drank and pulled glimmering fish from the
Saugatucket’s wild banks. It was the white man, however, who most dramatically capitalized on the
river’s natural flow.
This flow eventually led to dramatic changes in the landscape surrounding South Kingstown. Such
changes were initiated in the early 1700s when the first land exchanges in the area centered on acreage
which included the Saugatucket River. The local people, anxious to test the industrial experiments of
their northern neighbors, began to investigate the power of water. Crude dams were constructed with
small adjoining grist mills, saw mills, snuff mills, and oil mills. While these earlier South Kingstown mills
never matured into larger operations, they set a stage which subsequent generations enlarged upon. On
March 26, 1784, one year following Initial construction of Samuel Slater’s mill on the Blackstone River
in Pawtucket, two South Kingstowners, Benjamin Rodm2n and Daniel Williams, constructed the first
mill dam along the Saugatucket.
While the original 13 states, including Rhode Island, were busy ratifying the Constitution, (which
Ironically took place in 1790, the same year Slater began his mill operation), future industrialists like
Slater were preoccupied with devising ways to better harness the region’s numerous rivers, streams,
and brooks. Twenty-four years following ratification, 99 mills could be found along Rhode Island
waterways, 57 in Massachusetts, and 14 in Connecticut. Amongst them was the operation of the Peace
Dale Manufacturing Company, a company the Hazard family would own and operate for nearly 90
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years.
The mills brought profound change to the rural, agricultural-based landscape. Thanks in part to the
Hazards, South Kingstown and the villages of Peace Dale and Wakefield flourished. From a population
in 1823 in Peace Dale of roughly “30 individuals, five houses, one mill, one store, and one grist mill;”
and in Wakefield of “60 inhabitants, nine houses, one store, one grist mill, one saw mill, one blacksmith
shop, and one small factory;” 66 years later, in 1889, Peace Dale and Wakefield each were to sport
populations of “about twelve hundred souls”.
And with the souls came significant transformation.
It was no mystery that the mills were the heart of this transformation and the Saugatucket, the blood
which kept it running. A landscape once only scattered with small farms slowly molded into one
centered around industry and the lifestyle it thus rendered. Villages emerged, bringing both order and
suggestions of material enterprise. Farming tools were traded for time cards, agrarian styles of living
were swapped for urbanity. These changes, however, hardly transpired overnight. Mills, like those
found along the Saugatucket, were first an anomaly and were met with skepticism and certain
bewilderment.
Reassurance came in the form of people, and after a time, of course, the goods they came to produce.
The historical records of the day were filled with names of visionaries — who were almost always male
— like the Hazards, Congdons, and Robinsons of Peace Dale and Wakefield, who with bold
determination set off with nails, expertise, strong backs and dreams.
While the ensuing changes may have seemed haphazard and obscure to those who lived them, history
shows a path of steady progression. Mass production achieved through working water afforded people
precious time. Tedious chores were simplified, allowing communities to consolidate efforts and develop
in ways never imagined before. The overall effect fit together like pieces of an elaborate puzzle. Stores
accommodated various material demands and daily needs, transit systems like the. railroad permitted
growth, technological advances kept the wheels of progress forever in motion, and the people kept the
wheels from slowing down.
Against all the chaos and change and growth loomed perhaps the only constant. So obviously
fundamental yet so disconcertingly brushed aside, the waters of the rivers in the region never once
stopped their flow.
As efforts are made to reconnect the people of South Kingstown with the waters of the Saugatucket, it
makes sense to step back in time. The purpose of this section is to show how that can best be
accomplished. In Image of the City, Kevin Lynch writes:
“Choosing a past helps us to construct a future,” (Lynch 1987). The history of an area,
particularly one as rich as Peace Dale and Wakefield, can provide numerous opportunities for
greenway-oriented planning, indeed helping to envision a healthy and harmonious future. To aid
in this construction, four angles will be presented in an attempt to better understand the past.
These angles include: A) the people; B) the architecture and buildings and; C) the businesses
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and mills. It is through this historical perspective that recommendations have been made
regarding future greenway-oriented development.
“Look what we can see what we look up the river. We looked and there is all was: our
river and our city.”
-Ernest Hemingway
II THE PEOPLE
The people of Wakefield and Peace Dale were of diverse ethnic backgrounds and varied social classes.
They came to enjoy the recreational opportunities of the ocean and the employment opportunities of the
growing mill villages. They were a mix of Anglo-Saxons, French, Irish, and Italian, some were wealthy,
some struggling, and others were very poor.
The area developed along with the rapid growth and success of the mills during the Industrial
Revolution. Housing and commercial needs grew and the villages of Peace Dale and Wakefield began
to thrive. The hundreds of “mill people” who worked in the mills were required to live within walking
distance to their place of employment. The village center thus developed at the mills and housing was
constructed in a dense ring around the mill center.
The typical mill worker’s day started early, arriving at the mill by the crack of dawn and leaving at
nightfall. Conditions were often hazardous. The sounds of the machines were deafening and the
vibrations kept the dust from settling. The rewards of the mill workers’ struggles were minimal because
wages were very low.
Often women who did not work in the mill, worked out of their homes. Spinning looms were a popular
site in many households. The wool was spun into neat rolls and then returned back to the mill owners.
Prominent mill owners like the Hazards and Rodmans attracted people to work in their mills by creating
entire villages. Investors constructed their mills along the Saugatucket River and sought hard working
families to employ in their factories. Churches, schools and housing were constructed. This
manufacturing pattern of using “small mill villages, privately financed and using family labor, has come to
be known as the Rhode Island system of manufacturing,” (RIDEM 1987). The entire family was
expected to work in the mill. After age 14, almost all children were employed. Some truly industrious
children struggled to attend school during the day and walk to the mills to work the third shift.
Wakefield, named by Rowland Hazard in honor of a town and family in England where members of his
family bad spent much time and had many friends, became a prestigious shopping village in part due to
the success of men like O.P. Kenyon (opened a staples and fancy dry goods store), E.A. and E.J.
Knowles (operated a wall paper and upholstery goods shop), P.W. Palmer (sold ready made clothing),
and C.C. Pollack (opened a grocery store).
The Robinsons were prominent mill owners in Wakefield from 1820 to several decades afterward. They
built at least two stores and constructed some fme homes along Post Road on the west side of the river.
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At the time Rowland Hazard named Peace Dale, after his wife Mary Peace, the area contained only five
houses. Thomas Hazard writes in his book The Johnnycake Papers, “I can remember when there
were but seven houses on both sides of the Saugatucket River...” (Hazard 1882). By the mid-1800s,
Peace Dale became a thriving community attracting many people to open stores and small shops along
the main streets of both villages.
The villages were the central locations where people would shop and congregate. Some people who
established successful shops in the small villages, included, Ma Arnold, the machine shop owner,
William G. Gould, a store owner, and T.F. Holland, who ran a grocery. The closest mail delivery was
Tower Hill, Benjamin Hull served as postmaster for many years. Another stop was created in Wakefield
but people continued faithfully to go to Tower Hill.
In 1823, shops and stores were plentiful and thriving. The chief articles sold were rum, gin, brandy,
molasses, tobacco and a little flour. During these times, the first thing put into a newborn’s mouth was
gin and molasses. “Brandy and gin were preferred to new milk”. Liquor became a staple item. As late
as 1837, Wakefield did a thriving business in “the whiskey traffic” (Cole 1887). Shortly after, a great
revival occurred and many abstinence associations were organized.
In 1830, Joseph P. Hazard opened an axe factory and brought four men from Voluntown, Connecticut
to assist him. The men Stephen Wright, Erasmus Campbell, John Gates, and Stephen C. Fisk became
prominent figures in the area. Mr. Stephen Fisk, responsible for naming Fisks Flats, was one of the two
people first buried in the new Riverside Cemetery in the spring of 1870. The other was his only daughter
who died only two days later. Their funerals were held at the same time.
Educating the children of their community was a high priority. In colonial days, “the town was noted for
the high degree of education maintained among its inhabitants” (Field 1902). The private schools were
of the best quality and the sons of wealthy families were sent to distant universities.
Children of Peace Dale and Wakefield did find time for recreation. They enjoyed by fishing by the dam
or swimming in the Peace Dale Pond. In the summer, some children even bathed beneath the falls of the
Hazard Dam on the Saugatucket River. The cold winter months offered excellent ice skating at Indian
Run Reservoir and ice fishing was popular.
Special events and holidays were celebrated throughout the year. Independence Day in the year 1874
was a particularly exciting one for Wakefield. On July 4, 1874, “an itinerant showman, known as
Professor Sweet, walked a tight rope stretched across the river between two new buildings” (Stedman,
1950).
The prominent Hazard family name is timeless in South Kingstown. The library bears the name Hazard
Memorial, the University of Rhode Island bestowed one room of the Memorial Union- the Caroline
Hazard Music Room, and the Hazard architectural style (large stone and granite structures) is present
throughout the area.
The family was responsible for many of the historic buildings that still stand today. The buildings
constructed of stone for the benefit of the town are distinctively the “Hazard style”. A perfect example
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of this architecture and the Hazard’s role in establishing community is the Congregational Church on
Columbia Street. Designed and constructed by the Hazards, it stands today as a symbol of their many
contributions. The family is depicted as “the most remarkable that has appeared in the state of Rhode
Island, and the one whose influence upon its civic and industrial development has been the most
marked” (S.N.D. North, 1899).
The Hazards sold their interest in the mills in 1918, but retained its role of civic leadership. Their
contributions to the villages continued in many forms including the construction of the Neighborhood
Guild. It was originally erected to teach “industrial arts to women and children” (RI Historic
Preservation Commission, 1984). In 1920, Caroline Hazard donated the large monument known as the
“Weaver”, a dedication to her father and two brothers, to Peace Dale. The Hazard’s were also
responsible for the construction of a new high school, the Hazard School, and the Peace Dale
elementary school.
The sparse references, in documented history, to the Saugatucket River emphasize the reality that the
Saugatucket has never really been fully appreciated as a natural resource for the people to cherish and
enjoy. Understanding the past offers the opportunity to recapture some of the former economic
strengths surrounding the river and rediscover some of the historic charm that gives the true character to
the villages of Peace Dale and Wakefield.
III ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS
Before the first mill was established along the banks of the Saugatucket, a few homes and farms dotted
Peace Dale and Wakefield. The arrival of the grist mill sometime in the late 18th Century, however,
would forever alter the shape and character of the two villages, While the outlying areas of South
Kingstown would remain primarily agricultural, the two villages became the town’s focus for
manufacturing and commerce.
The Mills: The first mills were built from wood, but the mill owners quickly learned that stone structures
were more durable. The original wooden mill along the Saugatucket was destroyed by fire in 1844 and
it was soon replaced with the first stone building, a one-story structure with a bell tower in the heart of
Peace Dale village (RIHPC, 22). In 1856, a mill complex was created with the construction of several
stone buildings. The mill-owning families, the Hazards, the Rodmans, and the Robinsons, used this stone
construction to build their homes as well as many public buildings and bridges between 1850 and 1910.
As more of the wooden mills were destroyed by fire, the stone mills were built in their place. By the end
of the 19th century, the Peace Dale-Wakefield area had achieved something of its current aspect
(RIHPC, 30).
The Hazard Influence: It was the generosity of these mill families, particularly the Hazards, that gave the
architecture of Peace Dale its unique look. Rowland G. Hazard took a particular interest in architecture.
In addition to providing money for a high school and a memorial hall that would later become the library,
Hazard designed the Peace Dale Congregational Church and designed and built seven stone bridges.
Most of these bridges are single-arch spans; the Church Street Bridge over the Saugatucket River was
considered the widest arch span when it was built in the 1880s (RIHPC, 25).
The Hazard buildings are distinct for more than just the stone facades. They are grandiose structures
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that signify the Hazards’ wealth and are characterized by large, arched entries, short towers and
chimneys. Several homes built for the Hazards that have since been demolished were in the Gothic and
Victorian styles. Rowland Hazard’s Holly House was made of stone and built in the style of a Tudor
country house.. His son, Rowland Gibson Hazard, hired the famous architectural firm, McKim, Mead &
White, to redesign the home in 1872.
The Business District: Along Main Street in Wakefield, new buildings were erected by men who wanted
to take advantage of the prosperity from the mills. Many of the buildings in the old business district have
remained and are good representations of late 19th and early 20th century architecture (RJHPC, 83).
Much of downtown Wakefield’s growth came in this period. Like many other small town main streets,
the buildings along Main Street in Wakefield took on multiple uses (RIHPC, 26). The large brick bank,
built in 1889 near the Saugatucket River Bridge, had retail and commercial uses on the first floor, offices
on the second floor, and a public ball on the third.
The three-story Bell Block, a masonry building, was built across the street 10 years later by Louis F.
Bell. The first floor contained a newsstand and the Wakefield branch of the U.S. Post Office; on the
second floor, with its beautiful bay windows, was a dentist’s office and other offices; and the third floor
was a ball used for parties and roller skating (RIHPC, 92). Prosperity attracted more businesses to
Main Street.
George W. Sheldon and his son, John L., recognizing the commercial value in Wakefield, moved their
two-story Sheldon building across the Saugatucket next to the Bell building. A first story was added to
the building, giving it a total of three floors. The same excitement which spurred commercial
development during Wakefield’s earlier days can be revived today. New businesses can be brought to
Main Street with a comprehensive approach of marketing and incentives.
Mill Housing: The workers who were drawn to the mills lived in mill housing built adjacent to the mills,
mostly along Kingstown and Rodman roads. These houses, one-and-a-half - or two-stories high,
consisted largely of duplexes housing several families. Another large contingent of mill workers lived on
a hill overlooking the Peace Dale Mill on what is now Paddy Hill Road. The mill bosses, as they were
called, lived on either side of the Saugatucket. Good examples of the more historic homes can be seen
on High Street.
The buildings and mills are filled with history, while the 19th century homes and such as bridges, are
often overlooked. There is no way of knowing the age or history behind many of these old homes.
The following is an inventory of homes, buildings, and structures that helped shape the Peace DaleWakefield area and give it the unique character found today:
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1847
1850
1852
1856
1857
1867
1870
1872
1875
1876
1877
1880
1883
1883
1890
1891
1899
1903
1909
1911
1923
1932

Peace Dale Mill, Peace Dale
Stone dam and two stone mill buildings near Post Road, Wakefield
Wakefield Baptist Church, Main Street, Wakefield
Mill complex (now housing several businesses, including U.S. Post Office),
Kingstown Road, Peace Dale
Friends Meeting House, Columbia Street, Wakefield
Wakefield Mill, 10 High Street, Wakefield
Riverside Cemetery
Lily Pads, North Road. Former residence of John Newbold Hazard
Peace Dale Congregational Church, Columbia Street
Sheldon Block, along west side of Saugatucket, moved to Main Street in 1899
Narragansett Pier Railroad Station, Railroad Street, Peace Dale
South Kingstown Town Hall, High Street, Wakefield
Union Chapel, High Street, Wakefield
Church of the Ascension, Main Street, Wakefield
Stone bridge carries Church Street over Indian Run, Peace Dale
Stone bridge carries Church Street over the Saugatucket near Columbia Street
Christ United Methodist Church, Columbia Street, Wakefield
Kenyon’s Department Store, Main Street, Wakefield
Hazard Memorial Hall (later Peace Dale Library), Peace Dale
Bell Block, 3-story brick building, Main Street, Wakefield
Sheldon building moved across the Saugatucket to Main Street, Wakefield
Masonic Hall, 42 Columbia Street, Wakefield
Neighborhood Guild, Columbia Street, Peace Dale
Hazard School (high school), Columbia Street, Wakefield
Peace Dale School, Kersey Road, Peace Dale
St. Francis of Assisi Roman Catholic Church, High Street, Wakefield

IV BUSINESSES AND THE MILLS
With the hurried pace of contemporary living, it is easy to bypass the still lingering remnants of the past.
This is particularly apparent driving through Peace Dale and Wakefield. It is true some of the buildings
look old and there is a certain unadorned charm. Sadly somehow, it all gets lost as one scurries to keep
pace with Route 108 traffic. This charm is lost in other ways as well. The eye has a tough time seeing
beyond loud signs, barbed wire and certain oddities.
It takes an informed passenger to point out the passing history found along the river corridor. The
history, at least what is left of it, is well preserved in some buildings, and terribly neglected in others. The
old mill buildings of Peace Dale and Wakefield provide some of the best examples of historical neglect.
If only these hardy stone edifices could speak their story.
While the Industrial Revolution left a certain unappealing mark on a once rural and natural landscape, it
also left behind a legacy now ironically connected with New England charm. Villages, like Peace Dale
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and Wakefield, were tied intrinsically to the mills, as the mills were tied intrinsically to their villages. This
dependency led to certain urban patterns which were repeated from community to community (RIDEM
1987).
Peace Dale and Wakefield were no different. Things changed rapidly shortly after the start of the 18th
century and the debut of the Peace Dale Manufacturing Company. The company, which manufactured
ladies’ shawls, worsted coatings, and other woolen goods (Cole 1889), was aided in 1804 by a
relatively new invention called the carding machine. This machine greatly advanced the production of
woolen goods by speeding up the “carding” process, which helped prepare wool for spinning. The
Peace Dale factory became the first mill to mechanize the production of woolen goods.
Up until 1815 and the introduction of the power loom, all spinning, like carding before the machines,
was done by hand. By some historical accounts, Peace Dale “justly lays claim to being the place where
the first power looms were successfully operated in America, if not the world, (Cole 1889). The
worsted coatings produced at the Peace Dale Manufacturing Company “attained a high reputation,” and
quickly evolved into an “extensive establishment,” (Williams 1920).
By 1810, 12 woolen mills including the Peace Dale factory were in operation in Rhode Island. Woolen
mills increased considerably 30 years later, when the census counted 41 woolen mills operating,
“employing 961 persons, with a capital of $685,350 and producing goods valued at $842,572,”
(Williams 1920).
The inventions fueling the evolution, of course, hinged upon the continued flow of rivers like the
Saugatucket. Dams were built to better harness the water’s power, fish ladders were designed
to help the local wildlife, and bridges were constructed to provide easy access and allow for
community expansion. It was all of this which helped complicate life in the villages of Peace Dale
and Wakefield.
With the advent of the mills and their water-powered machinery came the need for abled bodies. Mill
owners had to find a way to attract employees and villages with all their attractions soon became a lure.
Churches, schools, homes and stores contributed to the mill village landscape. But before construction
of larger buildings like the Peace Dale Congregational Church (c. 1857), the mills were “the meeting
place.. . for the discussion of all matters of interest.” The mills started off as “the school house for
information, the meeting house for religious debates, the town house for caucus, local politics, lands and
finance.” Even during high tide, the mills provided storage for “cannowes and boats”. Of course, it only
made sense that all community roads and paths “converged at the mill,” (Williams 1920).
It was the mills which triggered a succession of occurrences in the villages of Wakefield and Peace
Dale. Slowly, after relatively meager beginnings, business opportunities in these villages started to
expand. In the mid-19th century, a fellow by the name Sylvester Robinson built a store and two banks
at the end of High Street. This was soon followed by additional businesses. In 1879 G.W. Sheldon and
Co. opened Sheldon’s furniture store which is still located in downtown Wakefield. In 1855 William G.
Kenyon sold his Point Judith farm to open a department store in Wakefield. By 1870, the Armstrong
family opened a carriage manufacturing plant at the corner of Main and River streets (245 Main St.). By
the late 19th century, the village of Wakefield was the town’s commercial center.
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It wasn’t until about 50 years ago that the mills of Peace Dale and Wakefield started to fade from view.
The Peace Dale mills closed in 1948, reopening in ‘52 after being purchased by Palisades Industries of
New Jersey, which ran a finishing and dying business. As one looks back, it is not ironic that the Dale
Carlia center opened where it did at the time it did (1950). Developers probably thought the location
provided the perfect escape from the dying remains of the mills. And for many years they were exactly
right.
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Addendum 2. Property Ownership and Wetlands Regulations
Property Ownership and Wetlands Regulations
1. Introduction
This section explores property ownership and current wetlands regulations, examining constraints and
providing assistance for avoiding or mitigating these constraints in the future. The major sources of data
utilized in this section are the Town of South Kingstown Assessor’s records (books and maps) and
Rhode Island Department of Environmental Management’s (RIDEM) Division of Freshwater Wetlands,
Rules and Regulations Governing the Administration and Enforcement of the Freshwater
Wetlands Act.
2. Existing Conditions
Property Ownership
Determining whether an opportunity exists to utilize an area depends upon the opportunities and
constraints that distinguish specific parcels of land. The lands in question have been divided into two
separate categories and labeled as “public” and “private” property. Public property is defmed as all land
under the auspices of federal, state, or city ownership. Private property is defmed as everything else,
including commercial, industrial, and residential type properties.
Since the focus of this portion of the project is to enhance the pedestrian-level circulation and river
access, only those properties that ran along potential paths were selected for analysis. Ownership was
determined using the Town of South Kingstown Tax Assessor’s books. The lots that could potentially
assist in creating continuous pedestrian-level circulation or enhance access to the Saugatucket River are
as follows:
Plat 56/3 Lot 41
Privately owned lot that abuts the eastern edge of the river, south of Main Street.
Plat 57/4 Lot 206
Town-owned parking lot that abuts the eastern edge of the river, behind the Main Street
businesses.
Plat 56/3 Lot 58
Town-owned lot (Wakefield Elementary School) that abuts western edge of the river opposite
the Main Street parking lot.
Plat 57/1 Lot 1
Privately owned burial ground that abuts the western edge of the river, north of the elementary
school.
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Plat 49/4 Lots 6 and 7
Privately owned lots that abut the western edge of the river, south of Church Street.
Plat 49/4 Lot 144
Privately owned lot that abuts the western edge of the river, north of Church Street.
Plat 49/4 Lot 145
Town-owned lot that abuts the eastern edge of the river, on Columbia Street.
Plat 49/4 Lot 125
Town-owned lot (the Neighborhood Guild) through which the Indian Run Brook runs.
Plat 49/4 Lots 82 and 83
Town-owned lots that abut the northern and eastern edges of the Indian Run Brook.
Plat 49/3 Lot 3
Town-owned property (Old Mountain Field).
Plat 49/3 Lot 7
Privately owned property (the YMCA).
Plat 41 Lot I
Privately owned property (Dominic Savio Recreation Center).
Plat4l
Privately owned (Narragansett Electric Company) easement.
Plat4l Lot3
Privately owned lot that abuts the NEC easement and right-of-way.
Plat 41 Lot 5
Privately owned lot the abuts the right-of-way.
Plat 41 Lots 10 and 11
Privately owned lots across which a portion of the NEC easement passes.
Plat 4l Lot 12
Privately owned lot across which the NEC easement passes.
Plat 41 Lot 60
Privately owned lot across which the NEC easement passes.
Plat 41 Lot 65
Privately owned lot across which the right-of-way passes.
Plat 4l
Property owned by the University of Rhode Island.

Wetlands Regulations
All ecological communities merit some level of protection. Wetlands are natural communities that have
unique characteristics and merit high levels of protection, which is provided by RIDEM. The function
and value associated with freshwater wetlands includes the provision of critical habitat to wildlife.
“...(U)ndesirable alterations of freshwater wetlands or the functions and values they provide and
maintain are not in the best public interest. .. .Freshwater wetlands provide functions and values which
protect the health, welfare, and general well-being of the populace and the environment. These functions
and values include, but are not limited to, the following: . ..providing and maintaining valuable wildlife
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habitats” (DEM Wetlands Rule 3.00).
Some activities along the Saugatucket are exempt from DEM’s permit requirements. Limited cutting or
clearing of vegetation is exempted (DEM Rules 6.01 and 6.02), and could allow for increased visual
access to the river. Nor does the temporary use of recreational structures require permitting (DEM
Rules 6.01 and 6.11), thereby clearing the way for recreational events on the river.
Wetlands are, however, protected from alterations that are “undesirable.” Such an alteration would
result in a reduction of the wetlands function and value, as described earlier, and “includes, but is not
limited to, excavating, draining, filling, ...or otherwise changing the character of any freshwater wetland”
(DEM Rule 5.05).
Further, alterations are defined as being “insignificant” or “significant”. The construction of a
dock or single detached float up to 120 square feet supported by either floats or piles has been deemed
insignificant (DEM Appendix 1). Projects which alter the natural character, function or value of the
wetland, or “could result in the permanent change in any portion of any swamp, marsh,..pond,.
..stream,...or other water course. ..(or) could result in the degradation of habitat for rare species” are
considered to be significant (DEM Appendix 2).
3. Opportunities and Constraints
There currently exists numerous opportunities for developing greenway-related recreational
amenities in Zone 2. The extent to which private properties may be affected by river-oriented or locally
initiated bicycle path improvements is minimal. Further, alternatives could be developed so as to reduce
the impact even more. The abundance of town-owned land in the area is an asset.
Wetlands regulations prohibit certain actions, such as excavating the river bed so as to increase
its navigability. This means there is little opportunity to improve the river’s natural configurations. They
do, however, allow for the construction of docks, which will help promote safe access to the river. The
regulations also allow for special recreational events and festivals, which can be used to promote a new
awareness and appreciation of the river.
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